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A Message from the Artistic Director 
... the purpose of playing whose ~nd, both at first and now, was and is, to hold 
as 'twere the mirror up to nature: to show virtue her feature, scorn her own 
image, and the very age and body of the lime his form and pressure. 
[Hamlet Act Ill, SC. ii) 
ith these now-famous words, "Hamlet's Advice to 
to the Players," William Shakespeare simply and elo-
uently expressed the very essence of the craft 
of acting. In this speech, Hamlet implores the players 
to act truthfully, and to anchor their acting in the 
reality of their time, in order that they might show 
"the very age and body of the time his form and 
pressure." Not surprisingly, this advice is as pertinent 
for the theatre artist of today as it was for the actor of 
400 years ago. 
And yet, the experience of the performer ap-
pearing in one of Shakespeare's plays today is 
obviously and significantly different from that of 
his Elizabethan counterpart: the "times" have 
changed! How, then, do we follow Hamlet's advice here at the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival in the summer of 1992? How do we 
simultaneously remain true to both Shakespeare's time and 
our own? 
To do so, to achieve a balance between the times, it seems 
necessary for us to work with one foot in the past and one foot in 
the present, taking care to interpret Shakespeare's works 
with respect for his language and his sensibilities, while at 
the same time infus ing them with the spirit of our own time and 
point of view. It is as if we were to hold a mirror up to 1992 and 
allow the reflections to intermingle with the reflections of the 
past. 
In our three productions this summer, Man's nature is reflected 
in the Elizabethan mirror in various situations and conditions: 
we see the lover, the philosopher, the killer, the old, 
the young, the honest, the ambitious, the repentent, 
the evil, the good .. . Doubtless, a mirror held up to 
1992 would reflect men in all the same guises. For 
finally, the reflections of the past and present aren't 
substantially different. There is something quite exhi-
larating about looking into the past, seeing our-
selves, and watching our own history unfold. The 
genius and wisdom of Shakespeare's plays provide 
us with that opportunity. In his plays, we are able to 
see "our" reflections upon the stage, to watch and 
listen as "we" move through the world of the play. In watching 
these reflections, there is much enjoyment to be had and much 
to be learned about ourselves and our world. 
So we invite you to come along with us and see what we will see 
as we follow Hamlet's advice and hold "the mirror up to nature." 
John Sipes 
(For a discussion of the issues and problems of modern interpretations of Shakespeare's plays, see Scott Walters's essay in this program guide.) 
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Greetings: 
As Governor of the State of Illi-
nois, I am pleased to extend my 
best wishes to everyone attend-
ing this year's Illinois Shake-
speare Festival. 
The Shakespeare Festival, which 
is celebrating its 15th season, 
has received national acclaim 
for the talent showcased in its 
performances. Those who have 
attended past Festivals look for-
ward to each season with great 
anticipation. For those of you 
who have not attended Festivals 
in years past, I am sure you will 
find the performance most enjoy-
able and something you will want 
to partake in for many seasons 
to come. 
On behalf of the citizens of Illi-
nois, please accept my best 
wishes for a most enjoyable 
evening. 
Governor 
Dear Festival Patrons: 
Barbara and I are looking for-
ward to our fourth Shakespeare 
Festival season. We are proud 
that Illinois State University hosts 
this special event and are pleased 
to present it at such a beautiful 
and appropriate setting as Ewing 
Manor. 
The Festival offers something 
for everyone and this year's pro-
ductions promise to continue the 
tradition. We are grateful for your 
supoort and enthusiasm for the 
Shakespeare Festival and are 
certain that you will find this 
year's series another enjoyable 
one. 
Regards, 
Illinois State University 
Office of the President 
m~ 
---- Thomas P. Wallace 
President 
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June 26, July 2, 5*, 7, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 26*, 30, August 2 
as £YOU I ike it 
June 27, 30, July 5, 8, 10, 12*, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, August 2* 
@P/uE (f)//1 N T E R ' S @WALE 
June 28, July 1, 3, 9, 11, 14, 17, 19*, 23, 26, 29, August 1 
John Sipes 
Artistic Director 
Ewing Manor, Bloomington 
*Westhoff Theatre, Normal 
John Stefano 
Managing Director 
Peter Guither 
General Manager 
The 1992 Illinois Shakespeare Festival is made possible in part by funding and support 
provided by the Illinois State University Foundation; the Illinois Arts Council - a state 
agency; the Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs, Bureau of 
Tourism; the Town of Normal; State Farm Insurance Companies; GTE; Target Stores; 
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as through individual memberships in the Illinois Shakespeare Society. 
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guffawed. And a woman sitting in the 
• :-~1:o"ftcl row leaned over to a friend of hers 
OF A COMEDY OF ERRORS SET IN AN 
EXOTIC SOUTH AMERICAN CARNIVAL 
ATMOSPHERE COMPLETE WITH BRAZILIAN 
The Peoples Bank 
music, crazy costumes, exuberant spirits. 
In one scene, three actors in the show were 
supposed to enter laughing as if one of 
them had just told a very funny story. 
Now, if you have ever done any acting, 
you know that genuine laughter is one of 
the most difficult things to do onstage. To 
help themselves out, the actors decided 
that each night as they entered one of them 
would loudly deliver the punchline of an old 
joke to give them some motivation to laugh. 
Not knowing any Elizabethan jokes, they 
reached back to the oldest comic they 
knew: Henny Youngman! 
The joke they decided on was the old one 
about the bum who comes up to the guy on 
the street and says that he's hungry and 
hasn't had a bite in weeks. So as they 
charged down the aisle toward the stage, 
one actor would turn to the other two and 
deliver, in his best Henny Youngman voice, 
the punchline: "So I bit him!" And then 
they'd guffaw and continue the scene. 
Well, one night it came to that point in 
the show and, as usual, the actors charged 
down the aisle and delivered the immortal 
words, "So I bit him" and all three 
that , nor to promote the practice of ad-
libbing lines in Shakespeare's plays (al-
though sometimes it can be appropriate), 
but rather to illustrate both the negative 
and the positive sides to the shifting of time 
and place in productions of Shakespeare's 
plays. On the negative side, one might 
argue that such a change, and the ad-lib 
that followed, trivialized and cheapened 
Shakespeare's intentions-that it was no 
longer A Comedy of Errors, but Saturday 
Night Live that was being performed. On 
the other hand, the reaction of the specta-
tor mentioned above reveals one of the 
positive effects of such period shifts: A 
Comedy of Errors suddenly became more 
immediate, more part of the present, and 
more full of surprises. And shouldn't 
theatre be like that? 
"Audiences have come to expect sur-
prises when they go to the theatre, and 
they are disappointed if they aren't sur-
prised about something," Cal Pritner, 
founder and past Festival Artistic Director, 
recently told me. And over the fifteen years 
of this festival, there certainly have been a 
number of surprises. Audiences have seen 
everything from the traditional to the 
bizarre. There has been a futurist, "Road 
Warrior" King Lear; a Twelfth Night set 
in 1930s Hollywood; a modern dress 
Cymbeline; a Desert Stonn Othello; and a 
"movie Tex-Mex" version of Taming of the 
Shrew, to cite just a few examples. Some-
times these ideas work, sometimes they 
don't. 
But whether they work or not, each year, 
as regular as clockwork, someone in the 
CONJURING SHAKESPEARE'S 
. 
'E:,~9\C AUDIENCE 
Festival-usually the Artistic Director-will less often. Nor did he leave behind any 
receive a letter from a disgruntled audience 
member complaining about the liberties 
being taken with Shakespeare's work, and 
demanding to know why we don't just 
"do the play the way Shakespeare wrote it." 
This is a legitimate question, and one which 
will be addressed in this essay. Why do we 
change the periods in which we perform 
these plays? Why don't we just do it the way 
Shakespeare wrote it? 
et's start with the last question 
first. It seems simple enough: 
clearly Shakespeare didn't have 
"Road Warriors" in mind when he wrote 
King Lear; but something else entirely. And 
essays, diaries, or program notes to clarify 
his thoughts. 
All of these things were unnecessary to 
Shakespeare, for the simple reason that, 
when he wrote his plays, he knew that he 
himself would be present as the play was 
staged and could provide this information 
himself. "Speak the speech, I pray you, as 
I pronounc'd it to you .. . " Shakespeare 
writes in Hamlet, and for Richard Burbage 
and the other actors of the Globe, this line 
may have represented their daily rehearsal 
process. But today, nearly 400 years later, 
Death has silenced Shakespeare's guiding 
voice, leaving behind only silent ciphers to 
help us find our way. 
yet after closer examination, the simplicity What has this to do with setting King Lear 
of the question begins to fade and an enor- in the 21st century, you ask? Simply this: 
mous chasm opens between the "do it" part every gesture, every inflection, every cos-
of the question and the "wrote it" part, tume, every set piece, every emotion, every 
between the spoken word and the written turn of a head and twitch of an eyebrow is an 
word. interpretation. Put less grandly, it is a guess; 
Shakespeare wrote his plays in written one hopes it is an educated guess, but a 
words, black marks on a page that repre- guess nonetheless. It i~ an attempt to bridge 
sent speech, but which are not speech. A the chasm between the past and the pres-
performance, on the other hand, is built ent, the written and the spoken, to breathe 
upon actual human behavior, flesh-and- life into dead words, and in some way re-
blood people performing real actions. The store Shakespeare's voice to the stage. 
words themselves are only a fragment of "O, speak again .. . " Romeo pleads in the 
those actions. A production must transform balcony scene, and he echoes our wish to 
the silent black marks of the text into the hear Shakespeare speak once again. But 
spoken words, the movement, the visual the fact is we're like a bad ventriloquist: we 
and aural imagery of live performance. It 
must convert the play from two dimensions 
to three, from symbol to reality, from ink 
and paper to body and breath. 
Shakespeare's texts provide us with very 
little information about what he had in mind 
as far as live performance is concerned. 
There are virtually no direct indications in 
the texts about how a line of dialogue is 
supposed to be spoken, what inflections, 
emotions, tempos, or volume are to be 
used. There are few indications about move-
. ments or actions, gestures or focus. Set-
tings are rarely described, costume even 
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Brook also uses the analogy of 
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~ he replacement of Shake-
~O / speare's ~rlglnal 1etllng with a ~ ~rlod analogue-If It goes beyond 
simply matters of decor and addreues 
associations ait the core of the play-flnnly 
embeds the play In history, polHles, and 
society. Another approach, which has be-
come quite popular during the past decade 
or so, seeks to dislodge the play from hla-
tory to create a timeless universe that par-
takes of all periods, yet ultimately setlln In 
none. This is known as the "eclecHc" 
approacfl, and is iRustrated thlt 
season by Cal MacLean's afore-
mentioned production of As You 
Like II. 
The theory, as stated by Peter 
Brook in the book On Directing 
Shakespeare, la that consistency 
ofcoetumingistheenemy,becal.-
lt stlfies the spectator's Imagina-
tion and distracts Him from th• 
play. "The necessity is fhD-lflY• 
thing visual In a Shakespea 
spiritual. 
just beginning to be sty ish in 
Shakespeare production,J,!11.l idea 
goes back many year}. Indeed, 
until the mid-1800s, when historical accu-
racy in costuming became fashionable, II 
was quite common to see actors wearing a 
----wide range of period costume In the same 
p..-oduction, from the - ra.hlonable 
clc>thes of the.time.to a 80l't of generallzed 
,l'costumlng. lndcled, Shakespeare's 
One of the beat exam.,_ of the eclectlC 
sensibility occurred at the beginning of the 
20th century, at the first~ of Wlfllam 
Poet's production of llluch Ado About 
Nothing. Poel, one of the pioneers In con-
temporary Shakspearean production, ar-
rived with "a C884t full of scrape out of which 
he brought odd photographs, drawings, 
pictures tom out of magazines," Peter Brook 
delcrlbea In his book Thll Empty Space. 
" 'Thafs you,' he said, giving an actT&as a 
picture of a debutante at the Royal Garden 
Party. To someone elae It waa a knight In 
annor, and a Gainsborough portrait or else 
Just a hat. In all sfmplldty, h• waa exprns-
lng the way he saw the play when he read 
lt-4nlclly,aachllddoea-not•agrown-
up monitoring hlmself wllh nollon8 of hla-
to,y and period." Poel, however, only used 
~ odds and ends In rehearsal; his final 
production was done tn a conslatent style 
and period. 
Not so the ecleCtlc approach, which puts 
aH of theee ortglnal lmp,wselonl onstage. 
The .......n, aaya John Sipes, Is "a wor1dthat 
allows us a kind of non-rational participa-
tion in the wortd of the play. The actorund 
c:lhweton and the deslfners have said, 
'These are alt the various things that strike 
us about the play, and they come together 
for a. In a certain way. But we're not going 
to nNlly tie them all together.' There are 
Yllrloue choices the audience can make; 
there's room for the aud1ence to play." 
Cal MacLean predicts that 1he eclectic 
approach "might confuse and startle the 
audience at first. Moat audtences will want 
to put It Into some kind of hialortcal logic, or 
might even be bothered by the fact that they 
are unable to. But I think that after a while 
images will amuse them to a point that just 
start giving ft up and allow the play to work 
on their imagination. And shortly they wlH 
see that anything might happen In this pro-
duction, but what happens will always make 
sense within the play; It will always help ..-
to understand the play.'' 
The anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss 
once said, "Every Interpretation of a myth ts 
a new myth." Over the past 400 years, 
Shakespeare's plays have, in many re-
spects, become the underlying myths of 
our society. But time and clr-
cumatancesconfinually lffler our 
percepHon of those myths, and 
every representation remakes 
them. In 1944, fn the midst of 
Wortd War 11.,1.aurence Olivier's 
fllm of Henry V gave us a myth of 
patriotism and courage; in 1990, 
Kenneth Branagh's film of the 
same play, with its modem-day 
Chorus, ends with a seemingly 
endles, landscape of corpses 
and suffering. The myth has 
grown darker. 
Styles change, attitudes 
change, the world changes. Pro-
ductions of Shakespeare change 
with it. And while part of us 
would like te see Shakespeare 
as an island of stability in the 
midst of chaos, as an escape to a 
simpler time of poetry and of 
nobility, another part knows 
to de so would be to vi the 
central tenet of all lhat 
on atage II ls always the praunt. Upon lhls 
rests the magic and the vitality of live 
pertonnance. 
The woman who "dl9coveNCl"the line "so 
I bit him" in Shakespeare was really doing 
no lea than awry actor, diNc:tor, and 
de9igMr must do when they put together a 
pertonMlice. She found the "now" In the 
''then,• In the process she "conjured" 
ShalteSJ~ire to life once again. That Is the 
goal of aH productions of Shakespeare's 
plays, and It is the reason that the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival exists. 
opp0site page: 
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A Lasting Legacy 
azle Buck Ewing, a pio-
neer in the field of women's 
rights, community action and 
world peace, was born on December 
25, 1880. Her father, Orlando J. Buck, 
co-founded the Wrigley Gum Company. 
After earning a Ph.D. from the University 
of Chicago in 1902 and becoming active 
in the women's suffrage movement, she 
embraced several local projects when 
she moved to Bloomington with her 
husband in 1907. A lifelong member of 
the League of Women Voters, Mrs. 
Ewing also made generous contribu-
tions to the establishment of the Illinois 
Wesleyan School of Nursing, the devel-
pletion in 1929 until Mrs. Ewing's death 
forty years later. 
The Manor was designed in a "Chan-
nel Norman" style by Bloomington 
architect Phil Hooten. The landscaping 
and the formal garden on the south 
lawn near Emerson Street were done 
by the gardener who designed the Lin-
opment of Victory Hall and the Lucy coin Memorial Garden in Springfield. A 
Orme Morgan home, and the preserva- recent addition to the Manor grounds is 
tion of Funk's Grove. a lovely Japanese garden placed there 
International relations was also one 
of Mrs. Ewing's abiding interests. She 
established the School of Nations at 
Principia College in Elsah, Illinois, and 
was an ardent supporter of the League 
of Nations and the United Nations. 
Ewing Manor itself is yet another legacy 
from Hazle Buck Ewing. A Bloomington-
Normal landmark affectionately nick-
named "The Castle," the Manor served 
as the family residence from its com-
by the Sister Cities Committee and 
serves as a reminder of the twin cities 
Japanese sister city. 
Today Ewing Manor is owned and 
administered by the ISU Foundation, a 
not-for-profit corporation chartered by 
the State of Illinois. The Manor is a last-
ing legacy to Hazle Buck Ewing and her 
dedication to the present and future 
contributions of Illinois State to inter-
national relations. 
Ac knovvledgen,ents 
Diane Cinkovich, Stitcher 
Sally Jacob, Supervisor, Ewing Cultural Center 
K.D. Kweskin, Chicago Publicist, K.D.P.R. 
Darcy Loy, Grounds 
Patricia Patticini, Stitcher 
Boyd Riddle 
Chuck Scott, Grounds 
Bridgil Starr, Society of Creative Anachronism 
John Stevens, President, Illinois Shakespeare Society 
FredWollrab 
Avanti's 
Bob Dennison Ford-BMW-Toyota 
Federal Aviation Administration, Kankakee Automated 
Flight Service Station 
First Edition Hair Salon 
First of America 
Growing Grounds 
Jean's Flower Basket, Jean Chiodo 
Mike's Market 
Sally Payne, First Edition Hair Salon 
TSJ Distributing/Holiday Ice 
Wonderlin Galleries 
Young America Realty 
K-Robert Dooley, A.G. Edwards & Sons. Inc. 
Diamond Star Motors Employee Activities Association 
Illinois Agricultural Association Recreation Association 
State Farm Employees Association 
Macbeth and As You Like II are costumed, in part, with the 
assistance of the Krannert Center for the Performing Arts at the 
University of Illinois. 
College of Fine Arts 
Alvin Goldfarb, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Ron Mottram, Acting Chair, Department of Art 
Arved Larsen, Chair, Department of Music 
John Stefano, Chair, Department of Theatre 
Dan Wilhelm, Incoming Acting Chair, Department of Theatre 
Theatre Department Secretaries 
Caroline Gordon, Betty Stephenson, Rosemary Stockle 
We would also like to thank the local businesses who helped 
make this Program Guide possible through their contributions. 
Those who so generously donated are recognized at the bot-
tom of the program pages. 
Festival F 
~ riday Night Discussions 
;....0£ Immediately following the (qf' performance on Friday nights, 
move to the front rows of the theatre for 
a brief discussion period led by Artistic 
Director John Sipes. John will be joined 
by some of the Festival Acting Com-
pany. Here is your opportunity to 
meet some of the artists who have put 
this Festival together, discover their 
thoughts about the play, and share any 
questions or opinions you have. Even if 
you are not attending on Friday night, 
you are welcome to join us. Call the box 
office for the estimated time that the 
performance will end. 
Wwing Museum of Nations The Ewing Museum of Nations 
is located in the northeast wing 
of the Manor, and is open special hours 
during the run of the Illinois Shake-
speare Festival, Tuesday through Sun-
day, 6:30-7:45 pm. This year's special 
exhibit, by Doug Bernstein, features a 
photographic behind-the-scenes look 
at the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. 
onday Night Concerts 
Bach, Beethoven, Jazz and 
n opening Gala Surprise! 
Soft sum mer evenings provide the back- · 
ground for the ISU Department of Music 
to transform the Ewing Manor Court-
yard into a unique concert salon. The 
enchantment begins on Monday even-
ings in the Courtyard under a canopy 
of trees, lit by the stars. Come and 
enjoy this gift to Bloomington-Normal 
from the ISU Music Department. Seat-
ing is limited, early arrival is encour-
aged or bring your own lawn chair. In 
case of rain, concert will be cancelled. 
Monday, July 6, at 8 pm (Gala) 
Monday, July 13, at 8 pm (Bach) 
Monday, July 20, at 8 pm (Beethoven) 
Monday, July 27, at 8 pm (Jazz) 
For more information, call (309) 438-3838. 
-------.." icnics/Green Show 
You are invited to bring 
family, friends and bountiful 
baskets to the Manor and enjoy a dinner 
on the grounds accompanied by lyrical 
entertainment The Manor grounds open 
to the public at 6:00 pm and around 7:00 
pm the Green Show begins with the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival's resident 
jester - Moonie (Philip E. Johnson). 
Moonie is joined by the ISU Madrigal 
Singers, who stroll the grounds sere-
nading the guests. When weather con-
ditions bring the Festival indoors, there 
will be a modified indoor Green Show 
CCJT;. he Madrigal Singers 
~0/ The Madrigal Singers are ~ beginning their 37th year at 
Illinois State University. In addition to 
their Festival performances and annual 
holiday Madrigal Dinners, the singers 
make frequent tours abroad. 
Janet Baczek Kenneth Prince 
Kathryn Bernholdt Ami Rainer 
Linda Duesterhaus Scott Schoonover 
Wayne Francisco 
Peter Gaik 
Michael Herron 
Elisabeth Honn 
Matthew Kastor 
Laurie Prather 
Aaron Sompong 
Stephanie Taylor 
Elizabeth Wade 
Director of Madrigal Singers: 
Michael Schwartzkopf 
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SYNOPSIS 
Returning victorious from battle, Mac-
beth and his comrade, Banquo, meet three 
"weird sisters" who prophesy that Macbeth 
will be Thane of Cawdor and king hereafter, 
ATTIEIIDAIITS TO DUNCAN 
. ~!'Id that Banquo will be father of kings. 
i Upon arriving in Scotland, Macbeth finds 
that the first part of the prophesy has come 
true: he has been named Thane of Cawdor • . 
However, King Duncan has named his son 
Malcolm as his heir. 
SEYTON 
<SILL CHURCH 
'.~PAIJl:;KALINA 
~. ··(..,.r" 
·:, .~ 
Despite this setback, and i_nspired by the 
weird sisters' prediction, Macbeth a,,ctLady 
Macbeth plot to mur(Jer Du~while he is 
a guest at their castle. wi,_.nihe assassina-
SUSAN COROMEL lion is d!~vered, tpe·Ki~g•s sons fearfully 
CRAIG MATHERS--- ~.:.tlfie'thecou~tryi ,arid Macbeth is invested as 
· .. 7 __ .c- . • King of ScQ~~- · 
~ EANCE T • .J. CHEHt '' '. 'HQwei +r ;~ l!t'lo"ng 'as Banquo lives, Mac-
/!;;:J ~RTER/t/~ ,, ' beth_f~I• he •f ~ ~fe on his throne. He 
, --'~-~kl ~~K PEEPLES ~nvit~ f@~qu~'.8,~:ft~ son_, Fleance, to a 
,,/'" ~._,cf{u;. ;.; . blnquet_-and-h~_Jnurde~rs to ambush 
// C,-_:;::::.,~~- L_/ J~:;, DARRELFORQ ,,-' ltiem.Flea'!~ ,-~ ~ \ ~t -thesupper,the 
/j , ~ lfEllllft' '- / :Shost ofBartquQ·~ Hor1jfied, Mac-
,:. - "----- ~- :.::;-~ /',\ MARTlN P. McCLENDON blthMeksoutthewelrd......-S, wt,oassure 
,,_U, .. DAIITS 1'0.IIACNTH · 1, 
-~ , ;:'<-' / r PAUL KALINA • him Iha.I he will not be cwerc,ome -~Y any 
,:;;:> - l.,_// __,,-'-~R,l'IN P( McCLENDON · man of wc,man born, nor until lhe' forest of 
' -----.. (---. --~U~DERERS '" . BlmamWoodcomeatoDunainane.~addi-
',,~ r· --.'.::3i CH,.RISTOPHER M. HAl~WORTH tlon, they warn him to beware Macd_uf1,-the, _ 
'----\ \ ?·,, BILL C!fµRCH Thane of Fife. Upon leamlng tha(Maeduit. , -.-• 
IIYST-ERIOUS'LORD ' - .. - ,' - , .I 
\ CHRIST-OPHER """HAINSWORTH, hasleflthecountryto)olnforces~~~I~ ';.: 
_ ~DY IIACDUPP · ~ · ,· :'~m, Macbeth has Maccmfl's fan!t~ _ki,!"'1'.,> . 
~ ·- ______ ,_,,,,~ _ ANDREE PETERSEN --..• But both Macbeth and Lady r-'~ffi ttre ~, 
;::_:_:;:::;, IIAc;D~ yc>N '-, tonn~n•~ by their bloody dMdsi l~"1 I_~, ' '\ 
\ _ \\~?,, CLAYTON DIEH~ English fo~ gathering, LadyJ ~~tJ, 0 \. 
'IIACOU,F MUR..... · '-.,_ commits suicld!'1 leawlng Macbeth to fight'. · \: ~~ \ . =-~~~',:~ on,,alone. 8~H~~l19"'~•mself 1,nvl~~(tiler ~t 
~FQn•,"· McCLENDON Mactiet~" defends .,,~Is--=--~ ag&l~•t • ;-~, 
DOCTOR \ · ' '~"- \ . colm"s anny,. But to h,~o~or~ d~v--·,: \ ~ ._.LL CHURCH thatthewelrd'a,ers' pr~ ,s h~'been ) 
~ '- ~- \· deceptive, and 111"-a, last-clltci, effort~, he · 
, COI.LSEN L ~N1 McGUIRE battles Macduff and la 'ki~- . -- .; -, -,1,_ 
-IIIIIGIIR ..,..ClllJTH\ ,.,._,....._ ,J • ..._. 1:nu11u ~ • t· 
- - - MARTIN P. McCLENDON _,, .... y ui -• ....,. .. , Alao~!~ 10n • 
• .:,~..<.s1wa1m-;:;-~-.~"'"- 0 ~ •• '\;· Equity acl8r ...... 11111 JIii' lly, . .___ 
' ,;.c,,_..-·,-c ~f; )~,-~~;';c,_:,.$'~VIDKORl"EMEIEFI 'C Hila '; 
,f:~'T~ib~~½ ~~ -Therlwfflbe~•--f ~ 
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DIRECTOR'S 
.. o-rE!S 
The British director, Glen Byam Shaw 
said that in Macbeth Shakespeare showed 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
DlnCTOR 
PENNY ME'TROPULOS 
U'TDUIGN 
WES PETERS 
COS'l'U•• DUJQN 
ROSEMARY INGHAM 
LIGHTING DUIGN 
JOHN A. MILLER, JR. 
ORIGINAL MUSIC AND 
SOUNDDUIGN 
RICK PEEPLES 
FIGHT l • OVB•• NT COACH 
us "two exceptional human beings with the JOHN SIPES 
PRODUCTION 
STAGE MANAG•R 
Dames of hell burning them up and the~-
. ,ror of those flames reflect on the faces of the 
··~~human beings who look on. It's like JENNY A. BATTEN 
people lookip; into a volcano. One sees in ST AGE MANAGER 
the expresm.on on their faces the awe and 
-~ which they feei at what they see." DECK MANAGER 
The~ is no question in my mind that evil 
is an en~rgy to· be reckoned with. It can, 
. TEXT COACH 
indeed, create "hours dreadful and things 
TRACY BURNS 
KAREN LOFTUS 
PAMELA KLARUP 
strange," make fair foul and foul fair. 
However, I do not believe any outside 
force creates evil or manipulates acdon .. (ln 
AHISTANT 
COSTUII• DESIGNER 
SUSAN L HAYES 
fact, what th~ three weird sisters see in PROPERTY SUP•RYl80R 
. Macbeth may ft:igbten them more than ARMELLA N. NEFZGER 
anyone else.) Evil lurks within and weak-
ness for power provides a feast upon· 
which evil can happily feed. Macbeth's 
"partner in greatnea'' ~ not a ''f'aend-like 
ASSISTANT FIGHT/ 
MOY• IIENTCHOREOGRAPHER 
AND FIGHT CAPTAIN 
DAARELFORD 
que~n." ff this were true she would not TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 
DAN BROWDER 
suffer so •. She is a victim of her all-
v eomllllting pusion for her husband's ad- AHISTANT 
RCHNICAL DIRECTOR 
vancement. They work together, as ~ / , SCOTT CAVIN 
dependents, to nourish one another's • / 
less-than noble aspects. ELECTRICIAN 
LAURASTEIB 
The actions of Mat:beth are not unique / 
to a na..tL.nla• time or place. We have LIGHT BOARD OPERATOR 
....-- ' LSCOTTLeORAND 
puled our production out of a medieval 
..-:...., as it is too easy to dismiss the ter- SOUND OPERATOR 
__..5 TAMMY SMITH 
rible deeds and the oigbtmarisb conse-
queoc.es as. belonging to II barbaric past. FOLLOW SPOTS 
We want to renew expressions of "awe & 
fear" and hope that the horror of this 
magnificent tale will serve as an eerie tug DECK PERSON 
LAURASTEiB 
SARAH DOSS 
BRENDAN HUNT 
on our consciences, reminding us to remain 
vigilent in our own battles. with the evil SCENERY MAINTENANCII 
inside ourselves. 
SARAH DOSS 
BRENDAN HUNT 
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LEONTES, King of Sicilia 
JON FARRIS* 
MAMILLIUS, 
Young Prince of Sicilia 
CLAYTON DIEHL 
FOUR LORDS OF SICILIA 
CAMILLO 
CRAIG MATHERS 
ANTIGONUS 
RICK PEEPLES 
CLEOMENES 
ROBERT CAISLEY 
DION 
PAT HEALY 
POLIXENES, King of Bohemia 
DAVID KORTEMEIER 
FLORIZEL, Prince of Bohemia 
BILL CHURCH 
ARCHIDAMUS, 
A Lord of Bohemia 
MARTIN P. McCLENDON 
OLD SHEPHERD, 
Reputed Father of Perdita 
DARREL FORD 
THE 
SYN 
Leontes, King of Sicilia, suddenly and 
irrationally suspects his wife He e of 
rage, he commands his servant Camillo to 
poison Polixenes, but_ instead Camillo and 
Polixenes flee to Bohemia. Now more con-
vinced of her guilt than ever, Leontes con-
demns Hermione to prison and commands 
that her newborn daughter be abandoned 
in the wilderness. 
At her trial, a messenger from the Oracle 
at Delphi declares Hermione innocent and 
Leontes a tyrant. Futhermore, the Oracle 
continues, Leontes will live without an heir 
YOUNG SHEPHERD, His Son 
DAVID KIMO IGE until he recovers his lost daughter. Leontes 
AUTOL YCUS, A Rogue 
PHILIP E. JOHNSON 
i).A MARINER 
PAT HEALY 
A JAILER 
ROBERT CAISLEY 
HERMIONE, Queen to Leontes 
SUSAN COROMEL 
PERDITA, Daughter to 
Leontes and Hermione 
COLLEEN LYNN McGUIRE 
EMILIA, A Lady Attending 
on Hermione 
ANNE VON HERRMANN 
MOPSA 
ANDREE PETERSEN 
DORCAS 
ANNE VON HERRMANN 
TIME AS CHORUS 
MARTIN P. MCCLENDON 
OTHER LORDS, GENTLEMEN 
AND SERVANTS; SHEPHERDS 
AND SHEPHERDESSES 
PAULKALINA 
ANDREE PETERSEN 
BRIAN D. EVANS 
CHRISTOPHER M. HAINSWORTH 
PAT HEALY 
MARTIN P. McCLENDON 
BILL CHURCH 
COLLEEN LYNN McGUIRE 
disbelieves the Oracle, until a servant rushes 
in to say that young Mamillius, Leontes' 
son, has died. Hermione collapses with 
grief, apparently dead. Reproached by the 
gentlewoman Paulina, Leontes is overcome 
with remorse. 
Meanwhile, the abandoned daughter is 
found by an old shepherd who names her · 
Perdita and raises her as his daughter. Six-
teen years pass. Perdita, now grown to a 
beautiful young woman, encounters Prince 
Florizel, son of Polixenes, who falls in love 
with and decides to marry her. Unaware of 
Perdita's true identity, Polixenes objects to 
Perdita's low birth and forbids the marriage. 
Florizel and Perdita elope to Leontes' court, 
where Perdita's identity is revealed and she 
is reunited with her father. Polixenes and 
Leontes are reconciled, and, in a moment of 
seeming magic, Hermione is revealed to be 
still living. 
*Courtesy of Actors· Equity Association. 
Equity actor sponsored this year by 
•?ii§ 
- There will be one 15-minute intermission -
• I -,~, T 
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DIRECTOR'S 
.. 0-.-1:s 
Early on in this, one of the later plays in the 
Shakespearean canon, the young Prince Mamil-
lius, heir apparent to the throne of Sicily, remarks 
to his pregnant mother, Queen Hermione, that a 
sad tale's best for winter, and so does this story of 
intense sexual jealousy in the middle-aged male 
very quickly prove to be, for King Leontes of 
Sicily, whom we understand to have been hitherto 
most happily married to his gracious Russian-
born younger queen, conceives a sudden fit of 
quite irrational suspicion when confronted with 
the warm but essentially courtly and ceremonial 
relationship developing between her and Leontes' 
royal boyhood friend and companion, Polixenes, 
King of Bohemia, who has come to Sicily on a 
protracted state visit. The results of this visit and 
of the passions it arouses, first in the kings them-
selves and in their kin and subjects, and subse-
quently some sixteen years later in a second round 
of emotional aberration involving, this time, their 
grown-up offspring and a further continuation of 
jangled behaviour and family rift, provide Sha-
kespeare with a major opportunity to revel in that 
which he is best at revealing: the re-establishment 
of order following great upheaval and chaos and 
the slow return to harmony in the celestial spheres 
when the thunder has receded, the earth ceased 
erupting, and the big brown man-eating bear of 
Bohemia returned to his lair. 
Yes, a sad tale is definitely best for winter, 
although Shakespeare leaves us with the prom-
ise of a much less sad one for Spring; for, as is 
normal in his later plays, he heralds in rebirth 
and regeneration, from which both forgiveness 
and reconciliation may eventually spring. 
This particular production of 'The Winter's 
Tale' we decided to set mainly in the idealized 
world of the Mediterranean as conceived by the 
High Victorian painter and classicist, Sir Law-
rence Alma-Tadema, now once again back in 
favour in the art world. It was thought that 
Alma-Tadema's masterly use of space, line, tex-
ture, and colour would prove particularly appro-
priate to this play, so a great deal of this produc-
tion's inspiration stems directly from this. 
We hope you will enjoy it and will eventually 
join with a contrite King Leontes in rejoicing 
that marble statues are able to move. 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
DIRECTOR 
DAVID PERRY 
SET DESIGN 
KENTGOETZ 
COSTUME DESIGN 
DEBORAH ROONEY 
LIGHTING DESIGN 
J. WILLIAM RUYLE 
ORIGINAL MUSIC 
SOUND DESIGN 
RICK PEEPLES and 
PHILIP E. JOHNSON 
RICK PEEPLES 
CHOREOGRAPHER 
CONNIE de VEER 
PRODUCTION 
STAGE MANAGER 
JENNY A. BATTEN 
STAGE MANAGER 
KA THI K. JOHNSON 
DECK MANAGER 
TRACY BURNS 
TEXT COACH 
PAMELA KLARUP 
ASSISTANT 
COSTUME DESIGNER 
RICHARD KAGEY 
ASSISTANT 
LIGHTING DESIGNER 
JOHN A. MILLER, JR. 
PROPERTY SUPERVISOR 
ARMELLA N. NEFZGER 
ELECTRICIAN 
L. SCOTT LeGRAND 
ASSISTANT 
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 
SCOTT CAVIN 
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 
DAN BROWDER 
LIGHT BOARD OPERATOR 
LAURA STEIB 
SOUND OPERATOR 
TAMMY SMITH 
FOLLOW SPOTS 
L. SCOTT LeGRAND 
SCOTT W. ZEMATIS 
DECK PERSON 
ARMELLA N. NEFZGER 
SCENERY MAINTENANCE 
L. SCOTT LeGRAND 
ARMELLA N. NEFZGER 
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THE HOUSEHOLD OF THE SONS 
OF SIR ROW~ND De BOYS 
ORLANDO, U.. lblrd _,. 
ROBERT CAISLEY 
ADAM, •nold_,.,_,, 
MARTIN P. McCLENDON 
OLIVER, lb• ffnt Min 
CRAIG MATHERS 
DDIIIS,a..,,,ant SVNOPS IS DAVID KIMO IGE 
JACQUI!$, fhfJ second son 
PAUL KALINA Duke Senior, cltpaeecl by his rulhlW 
THE COURT OF DUKE FREDERICK brother Duke FNdeltck, baa fled to the 
DUKE FREDERICK 
DAVID KORTEMEIER 
~LIA, his daughter 
KEYTHAORAVES 
ROS.AUNE, his nl-. 
ANNE VOMHERRMANN 
LEBEAU, 
a ,:ourtlM and.,.,,..,,,.,,..,. 
BILL CHURCH 
TOUCHSTONE, a fool 
RICK PEEPLES 
CHARLES, aw,_,,.,. 
PHILIP E. JOHNSON 
AffENDING THE DUKE 
. DARREL FORD 
PAULKALINA 
CHRISTOPHER M. ~WORTH 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN 
OFTHl!COURT 
. SUSAN CORMEL 
BRIAND. EVANS 
PATHEALY 
COLLEEN LYNN-McGUIRE 
.ANDA& PE I &t8bN 
A WAITER 
BRIAND. EVANS 
Forest of Arden wllh a 1111111 baAd of follow-
en. Roaallnd, the daughtlrof the bllnllhed 
Duke, hu Ntffl8lned at court to be with her 
frlendandcoutln,Celle,~•dallflh-
ter. TheN lhe encounters Orlllndo, ._ 
win, her heart 
However, RONllnd 1nc:u .. the wndh of 
Frederick, who ........... her. Cella and 
Rosalind nm ..., to 1be forNt totetftW, 
accompanied by the .....,, TOUCMtone. 
andwlthRoNllftd...,._.••boJ.Once 
there, they encounlW Orlando. who allO 
,_ tied the court to INkffluae tram hit 
brother, onwer, w11o 1Na him cruellJ 111111 
•wlllheldhlelnhet'tlaAce. B..ir.wtnta. 
dllQUINd Roullnd to be a boy, Orlaftdo 
effective, and she finds herself 
amorously pursued by Phebe, a shepher-
dess. In addition, Orlando•~ now-reformed 
brother falls in love with Celia. And even the 
cynical Touchstoiie Is seen wooing the 
country gilt, Audrey. 
Thi play ends with all lovers united, the 
Duke Senior restored to his rlghHul place, 
and every,one preparing to leave the magi-
cal Forest of Arden. 
- There will be one 15-mlnute intermission -
Union Auto Indemnity Association 
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DIRECTOR'S 
NC>-.-EES 
Shakespeare gives us-many gifts and among 
his greatest is a deeply felt searcl1 for the true 
meaning of romantic love. Bisromantlc com-
edies all share a common tbread: how is ittbat 
meo and women can Jove each other when it 
is so hard for us to ondetsbmd each other? As 
You 1Jke It seems to me to express Shake-
speare's most ardent hopes about romantic 
love. It is perhaps a clescription of love as 
Shakespeare himself would have liked it But 
while all ends happily, the joljrney these peo-
ple take is far from easy. AD come to Arden as 
refqgees from a cold and bitter society and in 
1be forest the winter wind blows, food is 
aree, hmocent auimals are slain, and lion-
esses prowl 
Blow, blow thou winter wind, 
art not so unkind 
As aiifs ingratitude. 
But Anlen'a [ial challenges are spiritual. 
Aad forth()IJe who have the courage to make 
the joamey, Artlen offers great reward. A 
young woman. afone ~ the world and unpro-
teded, dlseover;,,the strength of her feminin-
ity bythro~ off her feminine role. A young 
dl8Q, also alone and unsure of himself, finds 
coofideoee in loving by throwing off his mu-
sioas of it. Another young man of unquench-
able hope and patieoce gains bis reward only 
facing hopelessoess. Andasotberyooilg 
woman who is ctisdainf'nJ of the love she is 
offered, discovers Jove's value_.ooly after her 
own offer of love is treated disdainfully. 
Arden is a place of such discoveries and 
initiations, a "stage" where we are all invited 
to cHmb upon from time to time. It is up to us 
to have the courage to face the challenge. For 
Arden is a place where we finally face the 
truth, where we discover how maddeoingly 
complex and how utterly simple life really is. 
And if we make the journey, and if we face the 
truth, we may return from Arden chaaged-
wiser, more confident, more alive. 
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DIR•CTOR 
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ASSISTANT TECHNICAL DIRECTOR 
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L SCOTT LeGRAND 
SOUND OPERATOR 
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DECK PERSON 
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SARAH DOSS 
SCENERY MAINTENANCE" 
SCOTT W. ZEMATIS 
BRENDAN HUNT 
BRIDAL BOUQUETS 
JEAN'S FLOWER BASKET 
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ROBERT CAISLEY 
Ross (Macbeth/. Orlando (As You Like II/. 
Cleomenes/ Jailer (The Winter's Tale/ 
Robert is returning for his third season with 
the Festival. Last summer he was seen as 
Petruchio in Taming of the Shrew, Eros in 
Antony and Cleopatra, and Lodovico in 
Othello. He is working currently on his M.F.A. 
at ISU, where he was recently seen as 
MacHeath in Threepenny Opera and Scandal 
in Love for Love. He has also appeared in 
Illinois State Theatre's productions of A Les-
son from Aloes and Pygmalion. He adapted 
and directed the FreeStage production of 
Prometheus. Before coming to ISU he 
appeared in Caliban in The Tempest, Proteus in Two Gentlemen of Verona, 
Ekert Lovborg in Hedda Gabler, Martin in Fool for Love, and Tyrone in Long 
Day's Journey into Night. As a playwright, his script Once More Unto the 
Breach has been produced a number of times. His adapted version of 
Dickens' A Christmas carol will be produced here at ISU in the Fall. 
SUSAN COROMEL 
Lady Macbeth (Macbeth/, Amiens/Lady (As Yau 
Like HJ. Hermione (The Winter's Tale/ 
This is Susan's first season with Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. Other regional credits 
include: The Riverside Shakespeare Company 
in New York City, The New Jersey Shake-
speare Festival, The Idaho Shakespeare Fes-
tival and the New City Theatre in Seattle. 
Favorite Roles include Elizabeth in The Cru-
cible, Marta in Waiting for the Parade and 
Elizabeth in Richard Ill. Most recently Susan 
understudied Sally Field in The Glass Menag-
erie in a benefit production for the homeless. 
Susan received her M.F.A. in acting from 
Southern Methodist University. 
BRIAN D. EVANS 
Malcolm (Macbeth/, Gentleman/Attendant/ 
Country Lad (As You Like HJ. Gentleman (The 
Winter's Tale/ 
Brian D. Evans received a B.F.A. in Acting 
from Kent State in 1990. Some of his favorite 
roles include Blintshli in Arms and the Man, 
the King of France in All's Well that Ends Well, 
and Estragon in Waiting for Godot. Brian has 
worked at Porthouse Theatre Company in 
Ohio. He is currently studying at U.C.- Irvine 
in the M.F.A. acting program where he recently 
performed the role of Romeo in Robert 
Cohen's production of Romeo & Juliet. 
COMPANY 
JON FARRIS 
member A.E.A & SAG. 
Macbeth (Macbeth/. Leontes (The Winter's Tale/ 
For the second season we welcome an Equity 
Actor to the Illinois Shakespeare Festival and 
1992 brings us Jon Farris in the title role of 
Macbeth and Leontes in The Winter's Tale. 
Jon Farris is an actor who has been busy on 
screen as well as stage, most recently starring 
in the Fall 1991 release of the feature film 
production of City of Hope and with Joe Pesci 
in The Public Eye to be released in June. His 
latest stage roles have included Marley in A 
Christmas Caro/and Weller Martin in The Gin 
Game, with both productions having been 
done for the Milwaukee Repertory Theatre. He received the Cleveland Crit-
ics' Circle Award for Best Actor for his performance in Secret Honor at the 
Cleveland Play House. Mr. Farris began his theatre training at Harding 
College in Searcy, Arkansas, where he received his B.A. in Theatre and went 
on to complete his master's at the University of Wisconsin in Madison. Farris 
received his Ph.D. from Tufts University, Boston, Massachusetts. When not 
en route to a new show, he calls Ohio home, where he is currently-serving as 
Chair of the Theatre Department at Denison University in Granville. 
Jon Farris has joined us this year through the generous sponsorship of GTE. 
DARREL FORD 
Macduff (Macbeth}. Corln/Conaiglierl/As Yau 
Like II/. Old Shepherd (The Winter's Tale/ 
Assistant Chonographer and Fight Captain 
Presently making his home in Chicago, Darrel 
has just completed work as movement coach 
on the Next Lab Theater's production of Cus-
ter. He also appears on film in the Wild Life 
Theatre's production of 1959 Pink Thunder-
bird. During the fall of 1991, he taught move-
ment at Illinois State University. Prior to that 
brief stint back in academia, Darrel journeyed 
through Southeast Asia and Australia, study-
ing under Tadashi Suzuki at his International 
Actor Training Program in Togamura, Japan. 
He was a founding member at the International Theater Project where he 
co-wrote, designed, and performed in El Salvador: Images Performed. He 
spent two seasons with the Illinois Shakespeare Festival as an actor, assis-
tant choreographer and fight captain - positions he will fill this year, as well. 
Darrel holds an M.F.A. degree from Illinois State University. 
KEYTHA GRAVES 
Witch 3 (Macbeth/. Celia /~ Yau Like HJ. 
Paulina (The Winter's Tale/ 
Originally from East Tennessee, where she 
received her B.A. degree in Acting in 1987 
from the University of Tennessee, Keytha is 
happy to rejoin the Festival for her second 
season. She appeared last summer as Cleo-
patra in Antony ano Cleopatra, Bianca and 
Bianca in both The TamingoftheShrewand 
Othello. She recently received her M.F.A. 
degree in Acting from ISU and is extremely 
excited to be moving on to Idaho with Signifi-
cant Other Paul Kalina to work at the Idaho 
Theatre for Youth with ISU and Festival alumni 
David Lee-Painter. While at U.T., Keytha worked professionally with the 
Clarence Brown Company in such roles as Ms. Popov/Natalia in The Harmful 
Effects of Tobacco and Other Comedies, Sonya in Uncle Vanya, Clara in 
Pygmalion_ and Bellinda in Man of Mode. And while completing her graduate 
work at ISU she appeared in such roles as Gladys in A Lesson from Aloes, 
Lemon in Aunt Dan and Lemon. Desiree in A Little Night Music, Jenny in The 
Threepenny Opera, and Nora in Leslie Mohn's White Boned Demon which 
was performed for A.C.T.F. at the Kennedy Center in Washington, DC. 
Earlier this year she appeared locally in Heartland's production of Fool for 
Love as May. 
Ed Manahan. Agent, State Farm Insurance Companies 
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DAVID KIMO IGE 
Donalbain (Macbeth/. Dennis/Waiter/ 
Attendant (As You Like It/. Young Shepherd 
(The Winter's Tale/ 
David was born in Hawaii where he began his 
career in theater playing the Littlest Thief in 
Oliver!. Endless support from his parents and 
a sister who is alsC' in the business has led to 
involvement with various other productions 
over more than a ten year time span and 
includes two nominations for the Hawaii State 
Theater Award. Other credits include televi-
sion: Magnum P.I. and Island Son;film: North 
Shore. "One of my first Shakespearean expe-
riences was at age 15, Pucking up 'If we shad-
ows have offended .. .' in a David Perry work-
shop. I was accused of being too cute and I 
ended up standing on a chair doing Henry Vs 
speech 'Once more unto the breach!'." Last 
year he was Flute in a Hawaii tour of Mid-
summer Night's Dream which led to recent 
Shakespeare studies in London and a solo trip 
in Europe. 
PHILIP E. JOHNSON 
Moonie (Green Show), Lennox (Macbeth/, 
Charles/ Jaques (As You Like It/, 
Autolycus (The Winter's Tale/ 
Once again Phil has returned to lurk about 
playing the parts he is given. Past Illinois Sha-
kespeare Festivals have seen Phil in the roles 
of Antony in both Julius Caesar and Antony 
and Cleopatra, and Jack Absolute in The 
Rivals, Phil will play different roles this 
summer. However, he continues silently to 
gather yuks and giggles as Moonie in the 
Green Show, and at other festivals and private 
parties all year long. Though Phil enjoys living 
in Chicago, he hopes one day to be from 
Somewhere Else, to play drums on the beach, 
surrounded by sand, friends and fresh coco-
nuts. Phil is a dede. 
DAVID KORTEMEIER 
Banquo/Siward (Macbeth/, Duke Frederick/ 
Duke Senior (As You Like It/. Polixenes (The 
Winter's Tale/ 
Returning to the Festival for his third season, 
David has been seen as Sir Lucius O'Trigger 
in The Rivals, Leonato in Much Ado About 
Nothing, and Baptista in The Taming of the 
Shrew. Local audiences may have seen him in 
the role of Brick in Heartland's production of 
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. David and his family 
live ir. Dubuque, Iowa, where he is an Assis-
tant Professor of Theatre at Clarke College. 
This past fall he played Creon in Clarke's pro-
duction of Antigone. When he returns he will 
be appearing as Joe in Stephen Tesich's The 
Speed of Darkness. He holds an M.F.A. in 
acting from the University of Louisville. 
COMPANY 
CRAIG MATHERS 
Seyton (Macbeth/, Oliver 
(As _You Like It/. Camillo (The Winter's Tale/ 
Craig comes to the Illinois Shakespeare Fes-
tival from Yale Drama School. Recently he 
played Claudio in Much Ado About Nothing 
and Gratiana in The Merchant of Venice. His 
New York credits include Berenger in Rhi-
noceros and James Ascher in the off-
Broadway production of Perfect Crime. Craig 
is a member of A.EA and A.F.T.R.A. 
RICK PEEPLES 
King Duncan/Porter (Macbeth/, Touchstone (As 
You _Like It/, Anligonus(The Winter's Tale/. 
Fesllval Sound Designer 
Rick was last seen as Benteen in Custer on 
Evanston's Next Lab stage, where he also 
played Jim, the Psychiatrist and other roles in 
Fun & Nobody. He is a member of Chicago's 
Famous Door Theatre Company, where he 
portrayed Rex Weasel in Smelling A Rat and 
Tosh in the award-winning production of Salt 
of the Earth (directed by Cal Maclean). He 
appeared as Lipari the Butcher in Steppen-
wolf's Outreach production of A View from the 
Bridge. Shakespearean roles, mostly per-
formed with the Dallas Shakespeare Festi-
val, include Exeter (Henry VJ, Berowne and 
Navarre (Love's Labours Lost), Benedick 
(Much Ado About Nothing), Petruchio (Tam-
ing of the Shrew) and Stephano (The Temp-
est). Rick designed sound for Custer, A View 
from the Bridge, Smelling A Rat, Salt of the 
Earth (for which he received a Jeff Citation), 
Wagonwheel's production of A Christmas 
Carol, and many others across the country. 
He holds a B.F.A. in Theatre fro!"" the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin. Member of A.O.G. 
ANNE VON HERRMANN 
Witch 2 (Macbeth/, Rosalind (As You Like It/. 
Emilia/Dorcas(The Winter's Tale/ 
Anne von Herrmann is a recent graduate of 
Smith College in Massachusetts. She trained 
for a year in London with tutors from the Royal 
Academy of Dramatic Art and the Central 
School of Speech and Drama. She has worked 
behind the scenes at both the Williamstown 
Theatre Festival and the Cleveland Playhouse. 
In Chicago, she has played Helena in A Mid-
summer Night's Dream and was most recently 
seen in Springtime by Maria Irene Fornes at 
the Bailiwick Director's Festival. She is pleased 
to be making her Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
debut. 
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BILL CHURCH 
Banquo/Macduff Murderer (Macbeth}. 
Le Beau/Attendant/Sir Oliver Martext 
(As You Like II}. Florlzel (The Winter's Tale} 
Bill is excited to bespendingthissummerwith 
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival. Bill will be 
entering his senior year this fall at Webster 
University Conservatory of Theatre Arts, 
where he has appeared in As You Like It and 
The Playboy of the Western World. While in 
St. Louis, Bill appeared in productions of 
Cyrano and Henry IV Part I at the Repertory 
Theatre of St. Louis. He has also appeared in 
Hope Summer Repertory Theatre's produc-
tions of Merchant of Venice, The Music Man, 
and Light Up The Sky. Bill hails from Michigan 
and is a graduate of the lnterlochen Arts 
Academy. 
CHRISTOPHER M. HAINSWORTH 
Banquo Murderer/ Mysterious Lord (Macbeth}. 
Attendant (As You Like It}. Lord/Gentleman (The 
Winter's Tale} 
Chris is returning for his second Illinois Sha-
kespeare Festival season after appearing in 
last year's production of Antony & Cleopatra. 
Chris is desperately pursuing his bachelor's 
degree at Illinois State University in Theatre. 
This past year he was seen as Jeremy in Love 
for Love, and as Filch/Reverend Kimball in 
Threepenny Opera. Chris also won Best 
Partner in the region for the Irene Ryan Nomi-
nations at the American College Theatre Fes-
tival (ACTF). 
Snyder Real Estate 
ASSOC~IES 
PAT HEALY 
Menteith (Macbeth}. Silvius/Gentleman (As You 
Like It}. Mariner /Dion/Servant (The Winter's 
Tale} 
For the pastthree years, Pat Healy has studied 
acting at Illinois State University. He has 
appeared in productions of An Enemy of the 
People, The Madwoman Of Chaillot, and Pin-
ter's The Lover. Most recently, Pat played 
Joshua and Cathy in the ISU production of 
Cloud Nine which he had the opportunity to 
perform in Chicago in May. He also played 
Hermes in Robert Caisley's adaptation of 
Prometheus Bound. Last spring Pat played a 
variety of roles including Talthybius in The 
Trojan Women, Jerry in Betrayal and the role 
of Royce in Irene, an original play by Waylon 
Wood. This is Pat's first year with the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. 
PAUL KALINA 
Attendant to Duncan/ Attendant to Macbeth/ 
Macduff Murderer/ Young Siward (Macbeth}. 
Jacques/ Attendant (As You Like It}. Lord/ 
Gentleman (The Winter's Tale} 
Having recently finished his bachelor's degree 
in December 1991 at Illinois State University, 
Paul joins the Festival for his first year. Paul's 
credits at ISU include Verhove in Scrap of 
Paper, Pierre in Madwoman of Chaillot, and 
the actor in Samuel Beckett's Act Without 
Words I. This February, Paul was seen in 
Heartland Theatre's production of Sam Shep-
ard's Fool for Love as the character Eddie. At 
the closing of this year's Festival, Paul will be 
accompanying Keytha Graves, and joining 
ranks with the Idaho Theatre for Youth in 
Boise, Idaho. 
MARTIN P. McCLENDON 
Hermit/ Attendant to Macbeth/Messenger for 
Macbeth (Macbeth/. Adam/WIiiiam (As You 
Like It}. Archldamus/Time/Lord (The 
Winter's Tale/ 
A newcomer to the Illinois Shakespeare Festi-
val, Martin is from Rockford, IL. He recently 
completed a B.F.A. degree in acting from 
Rockford College, and is currently working on 
an M.F.A. degree in acting from the University 
of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana. Favorite past 
roles include Norman in The Norman Con-
quests, Austin in True West, and Frondoso in 
Fuente Ovejuna at Rockford College, and 
Stephen in Eastern Standard, Lucian in Lydie 
Breeze, and Wallace in Women and Wallace at 
theUofl. 
COLLEEN LYNN McGUIRE 
Witch 1/Gentlewoman (Macbeth}. Lady/ Phebe 
(As You Like HJ. Perdlta/Lady (The Winter's 
Tale/ 
Colleen will be a senior at ISU in the fall. She is 
double majoring in acting and theatre educa-
tion. She has wanted to be a Shakespearean 
actress since she was in Junior High and 
memorized the witch's chant from Macbeth. 
She wants to be in a year-round Shake-
spearean Company and eventually direct. Her 
credits with the Illinois State Theatre include: 
Helen in Trojan Women, and Lizzie in The 
Third Richard. At Glenbard North High School 
she played a variety of parts, such as Helena in 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, Jean Louise in 
To Kill a Mockingbird, and Empress in The 
Emperor's New Clothes. Teaching High 
School students about theatre and using all 
aspects of the art to open their minds is 
another of Colleen's goals. 
T.J. DIEHL 
Fleance (Macbeth/ 
I 
ANDREE PETERSEN 
Lady Macduff (Macbeth/, Lady/Audrey/As You 
Like HJ. Lady/Mopsa (The Winter's Tale/ 
Andree comes to Illinois first from a small city 
in Montana, high in the Rockies, and second 
from Webster University in St. Louis, MO. 
Andree will be graduating next year with a 
B.F.A. from the Theatre Conservatory. Her 
credits from Webster include Jenny in Quil-
ters, Bunny in House of Blue Leaves, Rapun-
zel in Into the Woods, and Mrs. Hardcastle in 
She Stoops to Conquer. Past credits include 
Doatsy Mae in Best Little Whorehouse In 
Texas and Edna Louise in Come Back to the 
Five and Dime Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean. She 
loves the outdoors and is very pleased to be 
playing Shakespeare outside this summer. 
She looks forward to graduating next year and 
returning to the Wild West where she can 
once again roam free and take time to stop 
and smell the flowers. 
Eleven-year-old T.J. is a student at Parkside Junior High School in Normal, 
Illinois, where he is a member of the Student Council and writes for the 
school literary magazine. He plays the clarinet and has performed on the 
Heartland Theatre stage as Sonny in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. His hobbies are 
fishing and baseball - living at Lake Bloomington allows him to pursue his 
fishing. 
CLAYTON DIEHL 
Macdulfs Son (Macbeth/. Mamillius (The Winter's Tale/ . . 
At seven years of age Clayton is the youngest memb~r of the 1992 lllmo1s 
Shakespeare Festival company. Clayton takes C~eat1ve Drama classes ~t 
Illinois State University and would like to be an artist when he grows up. His 
pasttheatre experience was the role of Buster in ~at ~n a Hot T(n_ Roof at the 
Heartland Theatre. For recreation he enjoys swimming, and living at Lake 
Bloomington provides him with the opportunity to swim often during the 
summer months. 
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EXECUTIVE STAFF 
JOHN SIPES 
Artistic Director /Festival Fight Coach/ 
Movement Coach 
John is the Illinois Shakespeare Festival's 
Artistic Director. Currently an ISU Associate 
Professor of Theatre, John holds an M.F.A. 
from Indiana University and a certificate from 
the Ecole du Mime d'Etienne Decroux in Paris. 
A certified actor/combatant of the Society of 
American Fight Directors, John serves as 
Fight Choreographer/Movement Coach at ISU 
and for the Festival. John played Fluellen in 
Henry Vat the Utah Shakespearean Festival, 
Clov in Endgame at ISU, and his directing 
credits include Phae-
drafor ISU and Romeo 
and Juliet for the Fes-
tival in 1986 and Henry 
V in 1989. John per-
formed the role of Bru-
tus in Julius Caesar in 
the1991 lllinoisShake-
speare Festival. John 
has also played Woy-
zeck in The Red Dress 
Theatre Company's 
production of Scenes 
From the Death of Woy-
zeck in Chicago and 
New York. This year 
John did Movement De-
sign for the Oregon 
Shakespeare Festival's 
production of La Bete. 
JOHN STEFANO 
Managing Director 
Joining the Festival for his third season, John, 
the Theatre Department Chairperson, was 
trained in California, where he received the 
M.F.A. degree in Directing from the University 
of California, Riverside, and the Ph.D. from 
UCLA, where he wrote his dissertation on Cali-
ban, the monster in Shakespeare's The Temp-
est. John was a professional actor in Los 
Angeles before moving to Southern Methodist 
University in Dallas as a professor in 1975. He 
has directed more than 40 productions in a 
twenty-year career, including works by Shake-
Peter's past credits include Executive Direc-
tor of the Gregg Smith Singers, Associate with 
Katz Productions and the producers of Big 
River on Broadway, and Gene1 al Manager of 
the Corning Summer Theatre. Peter's passions 
include photography and fighting against cen-
sorship of any kind. 
BARBARA FELMLEY FUNK 
Festival Executive Director/ Assistant to the Dean, 
College of Fine Arts/ Executive Director, Illinois 
Shakespeare Society 
Barbara, in her ninth year with the Festival, 
coordinates business functions for the Festival, 
initiates fund raising 
efforts and grant pro-
posals for the Illinois 
Shakespeare Society, 
and acts as liaison with 
the University Develop-
ment Office. In addition, 
Barbara prepares pub-
lic relations materials, 
handles reservations, 
and is budget coordi-
nator for the Madrigal 
Dinners. She also as-
sists the Dean with Col-
lege of Fine Arts func-
tions. A native of the 
Twin Cities, Barbara is 
the granddaughter of 
former ISU president 
David Felmley. 
SCOTIWALTERS 
Assistant Artistic 
Director /Dramaturg top, 1-r: Barbara Felmley Funk, Peter Guither, Alvin Goldfarb. bottom, 1-r: John Stefano, John Sipes, Scott Walters. 
ALVIN GOLDFARB 
Dean 
College of Fine Arts 
In the five seasons that Scott has spent with the 
Festival, he has worn many hats including 
house manager, program coordinator, Green 
Show speaker, dramaturg, and Associate Artis-
tic Director. Scott, who was a member of the 
ISU faculty this past year, graduated from ISU 
with an M.S. in 1989 and is currently working 
on his Ph.D. at City University of New York. 
While a student at ISU, Scott was the national 
winner of the American College Theatre Festi-
val's criticism competition, and spent a month 
as a Critic Fellow at the National Critics Insti-
tute. His publications include instructor's 
manuals for the popular textbook Theatre: The 
Lively Art, and the educational video From 
Page to Stage: Julius Caesar as well as perfor-
mance reviews for Soviet and Eastern Euro-
pean Drama. During his years in New York, he 
served as Editorial Assistant for Performing 
Arts Journal. Scott is very happy to be back 
with the Festival, and in the Midwest. 
Armstrong Realty 
speare, Beckett, Shaw, Pinter, Brecht, and 
Aeschylus, taught acting, directing, theatre his-
tory, and musical theatre, and continues to per-
form. Most recently he directed Guest Artist 
Jonathan Farwell in a production of Samuel 
Beckett's Krapp's Last Tape at Illinois 
Wesleyan. 
PETER GUITHER 
General Manager 
This is Peter's fourth year as General Manager 
of the Illinois Shakespeare Festival and Illinois 
State Theatre, as well as Assistant Chair of the 
Theatre Department at ISU. He also teaches 
the undergraduate concentration in Theatre 
Management at ISU. He received his M.F.A. in 
Theatre Management from Brooklyn College 
(City University of New York) and some of the 
original research in his thesis was included in 
the primary theatre management textbook, 
Theatre Management and Production in America. 
An ISU faculty member for fourteen years, 
Alvin joined the Theatre Department in 1977 
and became Department Chair in 1981. He 
assumed the position of Dean of Fine Arts on 
September 1, 1988. Alvin received his Ph.D. 
from the City University of New York Gradu-
ate Center and prior to coming to ISU taught 
at Queens College, Hunter College, City Col-
lege of New York, and St. John's University. 
Alvin is the co-author of Living Theatre and 
Theatre: The Lively Art with Edwin Wilson, 
theatre critic of the Wall Street Journal. He is 
currently working on a third textbook with Dr. 
Wilson. He has also published many scho-
larly articles on a wide variety of subjects, 
including theatre, the Holocaust, Arthur 
Miller, and Tennessee Williams. Alvin resides 
in Bloomington with his wife, Elaine, and 
their two children, Deborah and Jason. 
FESTIVAL DIRECTORS 
DAVID PERRY 
Director {The Winter's Tale} 
David feels he has been around for as long as 
Dietrich, who exited at ninety. Well, he is far 
from being ninety, but his many different lives 
in the world of theatre, as actor, director, 
drama-teacher, private tutor, lecturer in thea-
tre, playwright, T.V. dramatist, specialist in 
Restoration Comedy, Shakespeare guru, all 
seem to add up to a professional age approach-
ing geriatric proportions, which he thinks ought 
to earn him the accolade of an eventua·I knight-
hood. Not that it will, of course, for he is far too 
renegade and nonconformist for truly regular 
Britannic comfort. To begin with he is half 
Welsh, one of those murky Celts, so somewhat 
suspect. Then he didn't get his stage training at 
a British drama-school. Oh no! He had to turn 
traitor and slope off to Paris, forsaking his 
mother-tongue for French, if you please (he is 
now bi-lingual), and learn how to sound off 
sonorous Racinian alexandrines at the Paris 
Conservatoire rather than ride respectable 
Shakespearean iambic pentameters at the 
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art. He did, though, 
teach them there later on, so he did do some-
thing to cobble up a somewhat shredded repu-
tation. In fact, David was nineteen years as a 
pillar of the establishment at RAD.A., thanks 
to the loyal support of its former Principal, 
Hugh Cruttwell, who seemed to favour his 
unorthodox master/apprentice teaching meth-
ods and his obvious Gallic preoccupation with 
the niceties of classical line and style. Since Mr. 
Cruttwell's departure from the Academy David 
has concentrated mainly on free-lance direct-
ing work and on organizing Shakespearean 
Acting workshops, both in London and abroad. 
He is Shakepeare Course Director for the Lon-
Penny Metropulos 
David Peny 
don Academy of Performing Arts, comes every 
year to the United States, sometimes goes to 
Spain where he works in Spanish, has directed 
in Farsi in Teheran and in Classical Arabic in 
the United Arab Emirates, and next year he will 
be directing Shakespeare in Polish at a state 
theatre near Warsaw. What most theatre-folk 
who work with him do not know is that in the 
60's he was the author of some of the first T.V. 
"black comedies," a theatrical genre subse-
quently rendered more socially subversive by 
the late Joe Orton. Two of these now cult-
status comedies have enjoyed recent re-runs 
on Channel FourT.V. and at the Royal National 
Film Theatre. David has not abandoned such 
writing but is reserving it for his cantankerous 
dotage when he will have fled the awful legacy 
of Thatcherite Britain once and for all and 
retired in high expatriate dudgeon to the Con-
tinent, ninety and unknighted! 
CALVIN MacLEAN 
Director {As You Like It} 
Cal is an ISU faculty member and is head of the 
Directing Area. We welcome Cal for his second 
season as a director - 1990 audiences will 
remember The Rivals- and we look forward to 
enjoying his production of As You Like It. Cal 
has served as Artistic Director for the Com-
mons Theatre in Chicago where he directed A 
Touch of the Poet and The Three Sisters, both 
of which earned nominations from the Joseph 
Jefferson Committee. He has also directed A 
Comedy of Errors for the Free Shakespeare 
Company, the long running musical review 
Personals at The Halsted Street Theatre, To 
Gillian on Her 37th Birthday as a Guest Artist at 
Aurora University, and Jacques and his Master 
at the Commons. His production of Salt of the 
Earth for Famous Door in Chicago earned him 
a Jeff citation for outstanding direction, as well 
as citations for ensemble acting and produc-
tion. This fall Cal will continue his relationship 
with Famous Door and direct his translation of 
Manfred Kange's Conquest of the South Pole. 
PENNY METROPULOS 
Director {Macbeth} 
Penny Metropulos returns to the Festival for her 
second season. Last year she directed The 
Taming of the Shrew. Her varied credits as a 
director include Caryl Churchill's Vinegar Tom, 
The Philadelphia Story, Romeo and Juliet, A 
Shayna Maidel, A.A. Gurney's The Cocktail 
Hour and The Middle Ages, and this season's 
production of Edward Bond's Restoration at the 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival. She has directed 
a number of cabaret pieces ranging from Oil 
City Symphony to Starting Here Starting Now, 
and last year directed and produced Puccini's 
Tosca. In August she will go to the California 
Shakespeare Festival to direct Two Gentlemen 
from Verona. Ms. Metropulos received her theat-
rical training at the London Academy of Music 
and Dramatic Art. Her 20-year career as an 
actress and singer included three years with the 
Oregon Shakespeare festival and six years with 
the Arizona Theatre Company. In addition to 
her work as an actress she directed ATC's out-
reach program ENCOMPASS and has worked 
extensively writing and directing for the Oregon 
Shakespeare Festival's school tour program. 
-Cal Macl.ean 
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J. WILLIAM RUYLE 
F~stlval Lighting Designer 
This is Bill's sixth season as Resident Lighting 
Designer and twelfth year with the Festival. An 
ISU Professor of Design, his Festival credits 
include scene designs for Julius Caesar in 
1981 and 1990, Hamlet, King Lear, The Taming 
of the Shrew, The Winter's Tale, and Romeo 
and Juliet. Bill has designed sets and lighting 
for numerous ISU productions and has been 
Artist-in-Residence for the University of Mis-
souri for two summer seasons. He has designed 
for the Bailiwick Repertory and the Sterling 
Theatre in Chicago. He is a member of the 
Educational Committee for The Lighting Com-
mission of the United States Institute for Thea-
tre Technology and resides in Normal with his 
wife Carol and the cats, Harpo and Mercutio. 
Wes Peters 
John A. Miller, Jr. 
FESTIVAL 
DESIGNERS 
KENT GOETZ 
Scene Designer (The Winter's Tale/ 
Kent is returning for his fourth season with the 
Shakespeare Festival from his new home in 
Ithaca, New York where he is the Resident 
Scene Designer at the Cornell Center for 
Theatre Arts. In addition to teaching for the 
past ten years, Kent has designed profession-
ally for the Body Politic Theatre in Chicago, 
the Madison Repertory Theatre, the Madison 
Opera, the Fireside Theatre in Wisconsin, the 
American Music Theatre in Connecticut, and 
the Maine State Music Theatre. He has also 
served as a scenic artist ·on the East Coast in 
theatres such as The Long Wharf, The Hart-
ford Stage, The Goodspeed Opera, and The 
Julliard School. Kent's most prized artistic 
endeavor is his life-long partnership with his 
wife, Martha Dewey. 
WES PETERS 
Theatre Designer - Scene Designer 
(Macbeth and As You Like It/ 
Wes Peters is currently heading the scenic 
design program at Indiana University in Bloom-
ington, Indiana. He is presently on sabbatical 
studying art and architecture. One month of 
the sabbatical was spent in Paris, and the 
remainder of his time will focus on America's 
East Coast historical sites and art museums. A 
native of Chicago, he has taught at Northwest-
ern University, and his more than 100 theatre 
designs have been seen throughout the Mid-
west, in New York City, Chicago, and Los 
Angeles. 
JOHN A. MILLER, JR, 
Assistant Festival Lighting Designer, Lighting 
Designer for Macbeth and Westhoff Theatre 
A graduate of Illinois State University, John 
holds a degree in Design/Production. John is 
currently pursuing his M.F.A. in Stage Design 
at Northwestern University. Past credits include 
lighting designs for The Griffin Theatre Com-
pany's production of Brilliant Traces, The 
Sterling Theatre's production of A Moon for the 
Misbegotten, and Greenview Arts Center's 
Scenes from the Death of Woyzeck. While at 
ISU, John designed lights for several produc-
tions including An Enemy of the People and A 
Midsummer Night's Dream. His recent credits 
include lighting designs for N.U.'s productions 
of Orpheus and Eurydice and Approaching 
Zanzibar. This is John's fourth summer with 
the Festival. 
RICK PEEPLES 
Festival Sound Designer 
(SEE ACTING COMPANY) 
ROSEMARY INGHAM 
Costume Designer (Macbeth/ 
We welcome Rosemary to her first season with 
the Illinois Shakespeare Festival as the Cos-
tume Designer for 'That Scottish Play," better 
known as Macbeth. Rosemary comes to us 
from Fredericksburg, VA and brings a vast and 
diverse history of professional and university 
costume design: The Illusion at Kennesaw 
Classic; The Mud People at Woolly Mammoth 
Theatre; Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, The Tem-
pest, at the Utah Shakespearean Festival; Cus-
ter at the Kennedy Center and Mccarter Thea-
tre; Waiting for the Parade plus others at the 
Mary Washington College; Cosi fan tutteat Uni-
versity of North Carolina-Greensboro; and A 
Midsummer Night's Dream at Theatre Cornell. 
Her extensive publication and video credits 
include The Costume Technician's Handbook, 
The Costume Designer's Handbook, The Pattern 
Development Handbook, plus others with Liz 
Covey, and The Pattern Development Video for 
Theatre Arts Video Library. She graduated from 
the University of Montana with high honors in 
English Literature and was a Special Student in 
Playwriting & Design at the Yale Drama School. 
DEBORAH ROONEY 
Costume Designer {The Winter's Tale} 
Deborah Rooney is pleased to return to Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival, where, seven years ago, 
she designed King Lear. Since then Deb has 
earned her M.F.A. from Rutgers in New Jersey, 
and now lives in Jersey City, NJ and works as a 
Freelance Costume Designer, mostly in New 
York City. She spent a year assisting Tony 
Award winning designer Santo Loquasto on 
many projects including Agnes De Mille's The 
Informer for American Ballet Theatre, and new 
projects for Twyla Tharp, Graciella Danielle, 
and Mark Morris. She was Design Assistant to 
Maria Bjornson on the Tony Award winning 
Broadway productions of Phantom of the 
Opera and Aspects of Love. Her own projects 
include the newly rewritten production of Chess 
in New York City, a national tour of a musical 
based on the life of Paul Robeson starring Jack 
Waddell (a graduate of IWU) and many original 
plays including Five Women -in a Chapel, The 
Hour of the Lynx, Rosenfeld's War; Where 
Were You When It Went Down (Mamet), and 
Naomi in the Living Room (Durang). Deb has 
also been guest designer at Regional Theatres 
and Universities including Yale (Three Sisters), 
Evansville (Romeo & Juliet), and Delaware 
(Peer Gynt). During her spare time Deb designs 
for commercials. 
DAN WILHELM 
Costume Designer {As You like II} 
An Associate Professor and Costume Designer 
for the ISU Theatre Department, Dan is in his 
tenth season with the Festival. He has pre-
viously designed costumes for Comedy of Er-
rors, Twelfth Night, The Tempest, Cymbeline, 
Pericles, Macbeth, She Stoops To Conquer; 
Tl;e Rivals, and Othello. Professionally, he has 
designed for the Grove Shakespeare Festival in 
California; the Philadelphia Company; the En-
compass Theatre and the 13th Street Theatre, 
both in New York; Steppenwolf Theatre Com-
pany and The Bailiwick Repertory in Chicago. 
SUSAN L. HAYES 
Assistant Costume Designer {Macbeth} 
A Theatre major with emphasis on Technical 
Design, Susan is the Assistant Costume De-
Parkway Amoco Food Shop 
signer for Macbeth. She was the Assistant Cos-
tume Designer for the recent ISU success The 
Threepenny Opera and for The Taming of the 
Shrew in the Summer of 1991; she was Cos-
tume Designer for A Scrap of Paper, ISU, Fall 
1991 and for The Bartered Bride, Millikin Uni-
versity, Fall 1990. 
RICHARD KAGEY 
Assistant Costume Designer {The Winter's Tale} 
Richard is an ISU graduate with a Master of 
Science Degree in Theatre. This past year he 
has been in residence to convert that degree to 
an M.F.A. in Design. Both a scenic and cos-
tume designer, local audiences could have 
seen his work in the ISU productions of William 
Congreve's Love for Love (scenery and cos-
tumes), and Trojan Women (costumes). Prior 
to his return to ISU he taught Theatre at Cas-
tleton, Vermont; Skidmore College in Saratoga 
Springs, New York; and North Carolina Wes-
leyan College in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. 
The past twenty-one summers have found 
Richard in the Adirondack Mountains of New 
York in July as the director of theatre for th€ 
Seagle Music Colony. He has Directed over 
forty-five productions there ranging from 
Oklahoma! to Madame Butterfly in Italian. 
Richard is married with two sons and calls 
Glens Falls, New York, home. 
HEATHER WAGGONER 
Assistant Costume Designer {As You Like It} 
Having completed an A.A. in 1989 and a B.A. 
with Honors and Distinction in May 1992, 
Heather has designed 10 productions includ-
ing Glass Menagerie, Bad Seed, Rope, Scraps, 
Ragtime Girl from OZ and Ladyhouse Blues. 
Heather joins the Illinois Shakespeare Festival 
for her second season as an Assistant Costume 
Designer. She plans to enter ISU in the Fall of 
1992 as an M.F.A. candidate in costume design. 
Ra;emary Ingham 
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STAGE MANAGERS 
L-r: Kathi K. Johnson, Jenny A. Batten, Tracy Burns, Karen Loftus, Tammy Smith 
JENNY A. BATTEN 
Production Manager 
Jenny is a graduate of the University of 
California-Irvine with a B.A. in Theatre Arts, 
1988. She has recently completed her final 
year in the M.F.A. program in Stage Manage-
ment at U.C. Irvine. Her Stage Management 
credits include a variety of productions at 
Irvine: Romeo and Juliet, Phaedra, The Cauc-
asian Chalk Circle and several dance con-
certs. She worked with the Guthrie Theatre 
(1991 ), the American Repertory Theatre (1991). 
Westfield Theatre Company at the Edinburgh 
Festival (1987), and with the Utah Shake-
spearean Festival as Assistant Stage Manager 
(1989). Stage Manager (1990), and Company 
Stage Manager (1991). 
TRACY BURNS 
Stage Manager {Macbeth}, Assistant Stage 
Manager {The Winter's Tale} 
Tracy comes to the Festival from the MFA Pro-
fessional Theatre Training Program (PTTP) 
located at the University of Delaware where he 
most recently served as Stage Manager for 
The Caucasian Chalk Circle. He has worked at 
the Utah and Kentucky Shakespeare Festivals 
as well as the Arena Stage. His Stage Man-
agement credits include She Stoops To Con-
quer, Love's Labour's Lost, Misalliance, and 
The Taming Of The Shrew. Tracy received 
his B.A. in Theatre Arts from Southern Utah 
University where he stage managed several 
productions including The Life And Adven-
tures Of Nicholas Nickleby. A native of Las 
Vegas, Nevada, he is excited to be exploring 
the Midwest. 
KATHI K. JOHNSON 
Stage Manager [The Winter's Tale/, Assistant 
Stage Manager [As You Like II} 
Kathi's Stage Management credits include 
work at the following theatres/productions: 
Professional Theatre Training Program at the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Beloit 
Summer Festival, Des Moines Playhouse, 
Peace Child Great Plains Tour, Drake Studio 
Theatre, Starlight Theatre, Rockford Studio 
Theatre, and the Frederic March Theatre. 
Kathi received a B.S. in Speech/Theatre from 
the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh and is 
currently an M.F.A. candidate in the Profes-
sional Theatre Training Program at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, where her 
primary study is Stage Management. In addi-
tion to the above credits she has been Program 
Manager for the Des Moines Playhouse (1989-
91) and International Theatre Festival (1990). 
Kaisner Construction - Kaisner Realty 
KAREN LOFTUS 
Stage Manager [As You Like II}, Assistant 
Stage Manager {Macbeth/ 
Karen received a B.A. from Allentown College, 
PA and will receive her M.F.A. in Design/Pro-
duction, 1993, from the University of California-
Irvine. Her responsibilities at the Illinois Sha-
kespeare Festival 1992 are as Stage Manager 
for As You Like It and Assistant Stage Manager 
for Macbeth. Her experience includes work as 
Stage Manager/Deck Manager at U.C.-lrvine, 
Stage Manager for the Pennsylvania Summer 
Theatre Festival, Assistant to the General 
Manager for Big League Theatricals, New 
York City and Production Intern for Dodger 
Productions, New York City. 
TAMMY SMITH 
Production Assistant 
Tammy is a Senior at Illinois State. This past 
year she worked as Stage Manager for Three-
penny Opera, and Scrap of Paper for Illinois 
State Theatre. Her other credits include her 
work as Assistant Stage Manager for Illinois 
State Theatre's production of Cosi fan tutte, as 
well, for her technical work last summer for the 
productions of And the Winner Is and Way of 
the West at Opryland. 
MANAGEMENT STAFF 
1-r: Barbara Matysik, Renee T. Perreault, Toni Howell, Sherry Wagner, Jennifer Morgan, Doug Bernstein 
DOUG BERNSTEIN 
Photographer 
This is Doug's first season working with the 
Illinois Shakespeare Festival. An ISU Senior, 
Doug is pursuing a B.A. in Art History and 
Photography. Doug works as a photo lab 
technician and is teaching a photography 
course at the McLean County Arts Center. 
Having attended the Festival each season, 
Doug is pleased to now be a part of it. 
TONI HOWELL 
House Manager /Program Guide Editor 
As our 1992 season House Manager, this is 
Toni's first year with the Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival. Toni is a former "professional volun-
teer" and in McLean County has served on the 
McLean County Arts Council Board and Miller 
Park Zoological Society Board of Directors. 
This Spring she entered ISU to finish her 
degree program with an emphasis on arts 
administration. 
BARBARA MATYSIK 
Marketing Director 
This year marks Barbara's second year as 
Marketing Director for the Festival. She grad-
uated in December of 1991 with a B.S. in Thea-
tre Management from Illinois State University. 
While an undergraduate at ISU, she worked as 
Marketing Director, Assistant Box Office Man-
ager, and House Manager. This past Spring 
semester she was a Graduate Teaching Assis-
tant for the Theatre Management Class at ISU. 
She plans to continue her work in Theatre 
Management after her wedding in September. 
JENNIFER MORGAN 
Box Office Manager 
Jennifer is one of our loyal, seasoned, man-
agement veterans with 1992 marking her 3rd 
season with the Festival. Her Festival manage-
ment experience began as Assistant Box Office 
Manager, 1990 and Box Office Manager, 1991 
and 1992. Jennifer received her B.S. in Theatre 
Management in May, 1992 irom HliRois State 
University and has been an active participant in 
the Theatre Department. She is anticipating 
entry into a graduate program that will allow 
her to focus on Arts Administration. 
, 
RENEE T. PERREAULT 
Box Office Manager 
This is Renee's first year with the Illinois Sha-
kespeare Festival. She has also served as Assist-
ant Box Office Manager and Box Office Man-
ager for the Illinois State Theatre. Renee is 
double-majoring in Business Management and 
Theatre, with her degree expected in May, 1995. 
Recently she was elected Vice President of 
Advertising for the Society for the Advancement 
of Management, an on-campus organization. 
SHERRY WAGNER 
Assistant General Manager 
Sherry is a 1989 ISU graduate with a B.S. in 
Communications and will receive her Master of 
Arts in Arts Administration in May, 1993 from 
Columbia College, Chicago. Her extensive the-
atre and arts administration experience, both 
academically and professionally, include ISU 
Department of Music (student recruitment mar-
keting project); Event Coordinatorforthe 1985-
88 Bir.mingl:lam -A Multi-Media Tribute to Dr. 
Martin Luther King; Production Assistant for 
Crown Presentations, London, England in 1989; 
and Project Consultant for Illinois Arts Alliance, 
Chicago, in 1991. 
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DAN BROWDER 
Technical Director 
An Assistant Professor of Theatre and 
Technical Director at ISU, Dan received his 
M.F.A. in Theatre Technology from Indiana 
University. Before coming to ISU, Dan has 
worked as a technical director for theatres 
in Indiana, North Carolina, and Oregon. 
He also worked as a scenic and lighting 
design_er on productions such as Light Up 
the Sky, The Three Sisters, Little Shop of 
Horrors, The Madwoman of Chai/lot, Cat 
on a Hot Tin Roof, and Whose Life is it 
Anyway?, and recently designed the set for 
the Illinois State Theatre production of Joe 
Turner's Come and Gone. 
Scott Cavin 
SCOTT CAVIN 
Assistant Technical Director 
Holding a B.F.A. in Theatre from Stephens 
College, Scott is presently a second-year 
Graduate Student at Illinois State Univer-
sity. While at Stephens College, he was the 
Shop Foreman from 1989-1990 and was the 
Technical Director for Ain't Misbehavin' at 
Arrow Rock Lyceum Theatre in 1989. While 
at ISU, Scott has designed lighting for The 
Madwoman of Chai/lot. Other lighting 
credits include Dance, A Celebration, 
Uncle Vanya, and To Gillian On Her 37th 
Birthday. 
Tona Schenck 
Dennis Mays 
DENNIS MAYS 
Scene Shop Supervisor 
In his eleventh season with the Festival, 
Dennis has been at ISU for twenty-three 
years. For the past eleven years he has been 
Scene Shop Supervisor for both the Festi-
val and the Department of Theatre. He has 
been Set and Lighting Designer for the El 
Paso High School Drama Department for 
the last three years. Scene Shop Supervisor 
Dennis is in charge of organizing and run-
ning the shop smoothly so that several sets 
can be constructed efficiently at the same 
time. Dennis resides in El Paso with his 
wife, June, and their three children Meri, 
Jacy and Wesley. 
TONA SCHENCK 
Costume Shop Supervisor 
Tona received her B.A. from Eureka Col-
lege, an M.S. in painting and drawing from 
ISU, and will receive an M.F.A. in costume 
design from ISU in August. Her credits 
include costume design for The Three-
penny Opera, Pygmalion, the world pre-
miere of The Thirteenth Thorn and The 
Love Talker, all at ISU. Tona was the Assis-
tant Costume Designer for the Festival's 
production of Othello in 1991, and Much 
· Ado About Nothing in 1990. 
Dan Browder 
FESTIVAL TECHNICIANS 
NICDIMOND 
Scene Shop Technician/Master Carpenter 
1992 is Nic's second season with the Festi-
val. In the Fall Season of 1992, he will be a 
stage management intern at the Berkeley 
Repertory Theatre. His latest achievements 
include Stage Manager for Man of La 
Mancha, Technical Director for Dance 
Concert 1992, and Master Carpenter for 
Medea in Spring, 1992, all at Illinois Wes-
leyan University. Nie will receive his B.F.A. 
from Illinois Wesleyan in May, 1993. 
SARAH DOSS 
Props Artisan 
A Sophomore Technical Major at ISU, 
Sarah is the Props Artisan with the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. This being her first 
year with the Festival, she draws on her 
experience with the Illinois State Theatre. 
Sarah worked as an Assistant Stage Man-· 
ager for Pygmalion, Madwoman of Chai/lot, 
and The Threepenny Opera, for which she 
was also Assistant Props. She has stage 
managed Love for Love and will stage 
manage again in the 1992-93 season with 
the Illinois State Theatre. 
BRENDAN HUNT 
Scene Shop Technician/Apprentice Carpenter 
The 1992 Illinois Shakespeare Festival sea-
son is the second for Brendan, this year as 
an Apprentice Carpenter. Last year he was 
glimpsed as a Soldier in Antony & Cleopa-
tra. A Senior this fall, Brendan estimates he 
will be studying at ISU for three more years. 
At ISU he has performed many duties, most 
recently as a director. His directing credits 
include the ISU Freestage Productions of 
Betrayal and Laughing Wild. In the Fall, he 
will be the lighting designer of Summer and 
Smoke at Illinois State. The bio Brendan 
originally wrote is much funnier than what 
we were actually able to print. 
SCOTT W. ZEMATIS 
Scene Shop Technician/Apprentice Carpenter 
Scott is an Apprentice Carpenter and this is 
his first year participating in the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. An Illinois State Uni-
versity student, Scott is majoring in Theatre 
Design. Professionally, he has worked at 
the Norris Cultural Arts Center, St. Charles, 
Illinois. 
ERIC P. KESSLER 
Scene Shop Technician 
Eric will receive his B.F.A. in Drama from 
Illinois Wesleyan University in December, 
1992. He is a carpenter with the 1992 11 li-
nois Shakespeare Festival and brings to us 
extensive Technical/Design and Theatre 
Management experience. Eric's profess-
ional experience includes work at the Aspen-
Snowmass Repertory, Snowmass, CO, and 
Peninsula Players, Fish Creek, WI, as well 
as working at Illinois Wesleyan University 
School of Drama. 
L. SCOTT LeGRAND 
Electrician 
Scott received his B.F.A. from Stephens 
College in May, 1992, and will enter the 
M.F.A. program at U.C. Irvine in the Fall. 
His production experience includes the 
following areas: lighting design, master 
electrician, scenic design, scenic coordina-
tor, sound design, properties assistant/ 
construction and technical assistant. These 
skills were employed at Stephens College 
Playhouse, and Okoboji Summer Theatre. 
Professionally, Scott has worked as Assis-
tant Master Electrician, .Okoboji Summer 
Theatre; Master Electrician, University of 
Missouri, Columbia; and Scene Painting, 
Shilo Museum. 
ANGELA WEBER 
Scenic Artist 
This is Angela's third season with the Illi-
nois Shakespeare Festival. Last year she 
was the Assistant Set Designer/Scenic 
Artist. A 1990 graduate of ISU in Design, 
she is in the second year of her M.F. A. pro-
gram at Northwestern University with com-
pletion set for 1994. While at ISU, she was 
Lighting Designer for A Lesson from Aloes 
and set designer for An Evening of Samuel 
Beckettfor Illinois State Theatre. Her work 
at Northwestern University includes: Joseph 
and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, 
Scenic Designer; OPQRS, etc., Scene and 
Costume Designer; and Mass, Assistant Set 
Designer. Angela will be designing scenery 
for NU Theatre Department Mainstage next 
year for her thesis qualifier. After the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival she will be working as 
a Property Assistant for NU Summerfest. 
1-r starting at top: Angela Weber, Brendan Hunt, L. Scott LeGrand, Annella 
Nefzger, Eric P. Kessler, Scott W. Z.ematis, Nie Dimond, Laura Slelb, Sarah De 
ARMELLA N. (Armie) NEFZGER 
Properties Supervisor 
Armie received her B.A. from Upper Iowa 
University and is a graduate student at ISU 
working toward her M.F.A. in Scene Design. 
This is her second season with the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. Last summer she 
worked with the Utah Shakespearean Fes-
tival. Her extensive background includes 
design work at the Old Creamery Theatre, 
Garrison, IA. This year Illinois State Theatre 
audiences saw her scenic designs in A Les-
son from Aloes and Trojan Womeri. 
LAURA STEIB 
Electrician 
A junior in Technical Theatre Design at Illi-
nois State University, this is Laura's second 
year with the Festival. Laura was Stage 
Manager for ISU's production of Trojan 
Women this Spring, and also for the touring 
production of Cloud 9 which performed at 
Greenview Arts Center in Chicago. Laura 
will Stage Manage Our Country's Good in 
the Fall and will be Lighting Designer for 
The Heidi Chronicles next Spring. 
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1-r: Jennifer Oark, Jeffrey Flood, Kristine Bemschawel, Carol Hiebert, Alisa Page, Terry Rothenberger, Susan Hartz.old, Jody Smith 
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JEFFREY FLOOD 
Costume Shop Technician 
Jeffrey recently completed his first solo 
costume design, Romeo and Juliet, for his 
alma mater, Castleton State College, where 
he received his Bachelor of Arts in Theatre 
in May of last year. Also at Castleton, he 
directed William Mastrosimone's Shivaree, 
and the one-act Strangers, a Brandeis Uni-
versity student's play. He also designed the 
set for Chekhov's A Marriage Proposal and 
acted in Minnesota Moon, The Taming of 
the Shrew, The Fantasticks, and in Rodgers 
and Hammerstein's Allegro. Last summer 
he stitched for Vermont's Weston Playhouse 
and through strange twists of fate turned 
up onstage there in She Loves Me. Jeffrey 
enthusiastically joins the Illinois Shake-
speare Festival for his first season. 
SUSAN HARTZOLD 
Costume Technician 
Susan is a Textile Artist with a B.S. in Art 
from Illinois State University. She is mark-
ing her third year as a stitcher with the llli-
noi'3 Shakespeare Festival. Currently, Susan 
is the Curator of Exhibits for the McLean 
County Historical Society. 
Forget-Me-Not-Flowers 
TERRY ROTHENBERGER 
Wardrobe Supervisor 
Terry is Wardrobe Supervisor for Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival this year. Terry has 
attended Illinois State University, majoring 
in Theatre, and Sangamon State University, 
majoring in Creative Arts. We are fortunate 
to have Terry's expertise available to us 
for another ISF season. 1992 marks his 8th 
season with Illinois Shakespeare Festival. 
He has been involved in all the aspects of 
the Wardrobe Department for over 75 ISU 
productions. He has worked as Costume 
Designer/ Assistant Costume Designer for 
Heartland Theatre, University Dance Thea-
tre, and Illinois State Theatre. 
ALISA PAGE 
Costume Technician 
This is Alisa's first year with the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. She is a Senior major-
ing in Fashion Design and French at Illinois 
State University. She worked as an assis-
tant in the ISU costume shop on the Illinois 
State Theatre 1992 Spring semester pro-
ductions of Joe Turner's Come and Gone, 
Trojan Woman, and Threepenny Opera. 
KRISTINE BENZSCHAWEL 
Costume Shop Technician 
Currently '.In undergraduate student at ISU, 
Kristine has joined the Festival for her first 
season. Over the 1991-92 school year she 
has worked in the costume shop here at ISU 
and as an Assistant Costume Designer for 
Joe Turner's Come and Gone. In the spring 
of 1993 she will graduate with a degree in 
Fashion Design and a minor in Art. After 
graduation she plans to attend graduate 
school in order to obtain an M.F.A. in Cos-
tume Design. 
JENNIFER CLARK 
Costume Shop Technician 
Jennifer attends Knox College, Galesburg, 
IL and will receive a degree in Theatre, 
June, 1993. She is a Costume Technician 
with the 1992 Illinois Shakespeare Festival. 
- Her theatre work history includes Costume 
Technician for five productions at Knox 
College and Costume Designer for Rosen-
crantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, also at 
Knox College. 
GINA DIEHL 
Costume Shop Technician 
Gina is a Theatre Education major at Illinois 
State University and will complete her B.A. 
in December, 1992. This year Gina is a Cos-
tume Technician with the Illinois Shake-
speare Festival. Variety is an apt description 
of her past credits, such as Properties Mas-
ter, Cosi fan tutte, ISU; Publicity Manager, 
Masks, University High; Sound Operator, 
Property Designer, Running Crew, Cat on 
a Hot Tin Roof, Heartland Theatre Co.; 
Director, Beach Red, ISU Freestage and 
Young Lady of Property, Bloomington High; 
Teacher (2 years), Creative Drama Classes, 
ISU Theatre Department; Assistant AIDS/ 
HIV Education Project; and Prop Room 
Supervisor (2 years) , ISU Theatre Depart-
ment. Gina would like to thank her husband 
Tom and her children Courtenay, T.J., and 
Clayton for their love and support. 
CAROL HIEBERT 
Costume Shop Technician 
Currently an M.F.A. student at ISU in Art, 
Carol is a stitcher for this year's Festival. 
She is married to an ISU Economics Pro-
fessor and they have two teenage boys. Her 
most current work in the Theatre was with 
Tri-Valley High School productions. 
Jannell Bogner 
PAMELA KLARUP 
Text. Vocal Coach 
This is Pam's fifth season with the Festival, but 
her first as text-vocal coach. Returning audience 
members may remember her as Mistress Page 
in Merry Wives of Windsor, Kate Hardcastle in 
She Stoops to Conquer, Portia in Julius Caesar, 
and Julia in The Rivals. Pam holds an M.F.A. 
degree from Illinois State University, and has 
recently returned from New York to teach voice 
and movement at her alma mater. She is also 
planning a trip to London this summer to study 
at the Royal Court Theatre. As always, Pam is 
delighted to be with the Festival. 
JANNELL BOGNER 
Assistant to the Executive Director 
This is Jannell's first year with the Illinois 
Shakespeare Festival. She is a Senior at Illinois 
State University majoring in accounting with 
her graduation set for August, 1993. Jannell 
responsibilities are varied and interesting in the 
fast paced office of the Shakespeare Society's 
Executive Director. 
DAN ADDINGTON 
Program Designer 
Dan is a freelance graphic designer and painter 
whose work has been shown in various exhibi-
tions across the U.S. He is represented by 
Gwenda Jay Gallery in Chicago. Dan received 
his B.A. in Theatre from Northwestern College, 
Orange City, Iowa, M.A. in art from Arkansas 
State University, and his M.F.A. in painting from 
Illinois State University. Dan has played an 
Dan Addington 
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active role in the performing, as well as visual 
arts, and his various acting credits include Hor-
tensio in The Taming of the Shrew at North-
western College and Orlando in As You Like /tat 
Arkansas State University. He currently lives in 
Chicago. 
CONNIE DE VEER 
Choreographer 
Connie de Veer is on the Acting Faculty at ISU. 
She holds an M.F.A. in Acting from the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin. She choreographed A 
Little Night Music, White Boned Demon (Amer-
ican College Theatre Festival finalist, presented 
at the Kennedy Center, Washington, D.C.), 
Love for Love, and Threepenny Opera for Illi-
nois State Theatre; La Primavera, Slaughter On 
10th Avenue and Requiem for the ISU Dance 
Theatre. She began her ballet study with Wil-
liam Christiansen at the University of Utah 
Children's Division, continued with Jane Nygood 
Plum in Bloomington, Fernando Schaffenberg 
at TCU-Fort Worth, Finis Jhung in New York 
City. She has studied Modern with Jerry By-
waters Cochran at TCU, The Utah Repertory 
Dance Theatre, The Ma:-tha Graham Studio in 
NYC, and jazz with Gus Giordano, Gregg 
Lizenberry and Luigi. She is a member of 
Actor's Equity Association and has performed 
in New York in The Pirates of Penzance, The 
Mikado, The Gondoliers, Kismet with David 
Michael Schwartzkopf 
Cryer, The King and I with Beth Fowler and 
William Kiehl, and as a cabaret performer at Nim-
rod's and the Pyramid Club. She is most proud of 
her 5 year old daughter, Gwendolyn Anne and 
her husband Mark, a Realtor, actor and opera 
singer (sometimes all at the same time!). 
MICHAEL SCHWARTZKOPF 
Director, Madrigal Singers 
in his fifth year with the Festival, Michael is the 
director of Choral Activities in the ISU Depart-
ment of Music. In addition to the Madrigal Sing-
ers, he conducts the Concert Choir and the 
Civic Chorale and teaches courses in Conduct-
ing and Choral Music. He has also been seen as 
a guest lectur.er, adjudicator, an&lestival con-
ductor throughout the United States and Can-
ada. Michael is quite active as a singer - most 
recently as the tenor soloist with the Champaign-
Urbana Symphony Orchestra. Michael resides 
in Normal with his wife, Marilyn, and their child-
ren Heather and Chad. 
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Festival Facts 
ain Policy 
Rain Prior lo Performance 
A special indoor version of 
the Festival Theatre has been con-
structed and is located in Westhoff 
Theatre, at the corner of School and 
Beaufort Streets in Normal. If weather 
conditions prevent a performance at 
Ewing Manor, the performance will be 
moved indoors. Listen to WJBC-AM 
(1230) or WGL T-FM (89.l~ after 5:30 
pm for notification of the move indoors. 
Parking attendants at Ewing Manor will 
be able to direct you to Westhoff Theatre. 
Rain During Performance 
If unexpected weather conditions are 
deemed dangerous during a perfor-
mance which is being held outdoors, 
the play will be stopped. Patrons will be 
able to redeem their ticket stubs at the 
Box Office for a make-up performance 
during the week of August 3-7 only if 
the play is stopped before intermission. 
If the play is stopped after intermission, 
the evening will be considered com-
plete. No refunds can be made for any 
performance. 
~ oming next year! 
Illinois 
Shakespeare 
Festival 
June 25 - August, 1993 
directed by Doug Finlayson 
!l{icliari II 
directed by John Sipes 
5'L Midsummer 
9\[jglit 's 'Dream 
directed by Bruce Longworth 
Festival Policies 
• Cameras and picnic baskets are 
not allowed in the theatre. 
• Patrons are asked to refrain 
from walking on the stage at 
all times. 
• Latecomers will not be seated 
until a suitable break in the 
performance. 
• Smoking is not allowed in the 
theatre or its immediate area. 
• Thank you for helping us main-
tain the beauty of the Ewing 
Manor and the Festival Theatre. 
The Illinois State 
University Foundation 
ox Office 
Westhoff Theatre Box Office 
(Corner of School & Beau-
fort Streets in Normal) is open 12:00-
5 :00 pm Monday-Friday - (309) 
438-2535. 
Ewing Box Office 
(Ewing Courtyard) is open 6:30-8:00 
pm on Performance Evenings - (309) 
828-7308. 
oncessions 
Concessions are available 
prior to each performance and 
during intermission atthe Ewing Court-
yard . Other items will also be on sale 
prior to each performance. 
Restrooms 
Restrooms are located on the north 
side of Ewing Manor, lower level. 
The Illinois State University Foundation is a not-for-profit corporation 
chartered by the State of Illinois for the sole purpose of serving the 
University. The Foundation is authorized to hold funds in trust, invest 
such funds and use the return of the investments or the capital for the 
support of scholarships, faculty research and other educational and 
related activities. It is through the ISU Foundation that the Festival has 
been allowed to utilize picturesque Ewing Manor as its theatre site. 
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FESTIVAL SUPPORTERS 
The Illinois Shakespeare Festival would not 
be celebrating its 15th season if it were not for 
the support of the organizations listed below. 
We gratefully thank all of their members, both 
past and present, for their time and efforts on 
our behalf. 
The Illinois 
Shakespeare Society 
Founded in 1982 by persons interested in 
enhancing the Illinois Shakespeare Festival, 
the Society is a membership organization 
made up of individuals and businesses who 
see the Festival as an important cultural re-
source for Bloomington-Normal, McLean 
County and all of Central Illinois. The Society 
has developed an active membership which 
has been essential to the Shakespeare Festi-
val's continued growth and increasing artistic 
quality. (Contributions received after the 
printing of the Festival Program will be 
acknowledged in next season's publication.) 
Patrons 
Bob Dennison-Ford-BMW-Toyota 
GTE 
Illinois State University Foundation 
Phares and Harriet O'Daffer 
State Farm Insurance 
Calvin Lee Pritner 
Dr. and Mrs. Earl Reitan 
Target Stores 
Town of Normal 
Sustaining 
John and Sharon Amdall 
Paul and Sharon Baker 
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Bates 
Douglas Bey 
Judie Bey 
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Dargan 
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Duffy 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Edmondson 
Paul A. Funk Foundation 
Dr. and Mrs. W. K. Fransen 
Dean and Mrs. Alvin Goldfarb 
Paul and Sandra Harmon 
Robert and Sharon Harmon 
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Meek 
Dr. and Mrs. Jerry Ringer 
Mrs. Edward B. Rust 
Susan Silvey 
John and Sally Stefano 
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Stevens 
Mildred Templeton 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Williams 
Supporting 
Karen Ament 
B. McLean Arnold 
Mr. and Mrs. William Bach 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Beich 
Mrs. Lucile H. Beich 
Lois and Allan Bell 
Mr. and Mrs. John Bernstein 
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Bolen 
Mrs. Robert Bone 
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Bourland 
B. L. Brenneman & S. B. Carter 
John W. Burgess, M.D. 
Dr. and Mrs. William Cooley 
Donna J. Deany 
Mr. and Mrs. John Dirks 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dooley 
Ann Durand 
Lawrence and Christine Eggan 
John Elder 
Drs. Susan and Michael Emmerson 
First Federal Savings and Loan 
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Franklin 
Mr. and Mrs. John Freese 
Friends of the Arts 
Mrs. Isabel Gardner 
Dr. Mona Gardner 
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Goldrick 
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Hilfinger 
Alan Holt 
Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Hoopes 
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas N. Jacob 
Alexis Kalish 
John and Margaret Kirk 
E. Melba Kirkpatrick 
Dr. and Mrs. A. Edward Livingston 
Mr. and Mrs. Davis U. Merwin 
Dr. Dixie L. Mills 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mintel 
Dr. and Mrs. Philip W. Mitchell 
News-Tribune LaSalle, Illinois 
Drs. Bohn and Nielsen 
Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ocheltree 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stafford Peacock 
Dr. and Mrs. Leon Steele 
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Stevenson 
Dr. and Mrs. David Strand 
Faraday and Elaine Strock 
Dr. and Mrs. John Stutzman 
Dr. James Swanson 
Nancy Swanson 
Mr. and Mrs. Wako Takayasu 
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Tick 
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Trefzger 
Michael Ubl 
Professors Carson and Iris Varner 
Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd Watkins 
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Watson 
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Welch 
Patricia Wera 
Pete and Marsha Whitmer 
Dr. Herbert R. Wiser 
Dr. and Mrs. Ruel Wright 
Contributing 
Dr. Kathy A. Arkwell 
Tracy Arnold 
Mr. and Mrs. Royal J. Bartrum 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baierbach 
Kathleen C. Bassi 
Mr. and Mrs. William Beadles 
Lucille Beich 
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bloomer 
John and Millie Boaz 
Mrs. Ella Byrnes 
C. & S. Direct Advertising 
Mike and Susan Callahan 
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Callis 
Al ice Cherry 
Jongin Kim Craggs 
Seth M. Dabney 
Donald Daly 
Dennis R. Davidson 
James D. Dougan 
Stephen and Peggy Dudzik 
Dr. Al ice L. Ebel 
Dennesa Ernst 
Mary L. Elrick 
Illinois Shakespeare 
Festival Officers and 
Board Members 
John N. Stevens, President 
William Grogg, Vice President 
Sandra Harmon, Secretary/Treasurer 
Barbara Funk, Executive Director 
Mildred Boaz 
Jean Chiodo 
John Dargan 
Robert Dooley 
Alvin Goldfarb 
Jean Freeburn 
Norma J. Frischmann 
Gayle Gerard 
Sara Glenn-Bilski 
Mr. and Mrs. George Gordon 
William and Patricia Grogg 
Nancy Ellen Haas 
Victoria and Charles Harris 
Dr. William Henderson 
Mr. and Mrs. H. William Hey 
Gary and Wanda Hoover 
Dr. and Mrs. Meng Horng 
Tom and Ellen Ho,we 
Mr. and Mrs. W~liam Hull 
Virgil R. Hutton 
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant H. Jackson 
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Jackson 
Don Jacobson · 
Mrs. Oland G. Johnson 
Rev. J. E. Kane 
Dr. and Mrs. Kelley Kennedy 
Jim and Beth Kincaid 
Diane Koenker 
Mr. and Mrs. Shelton Leach 
Anthony and Sue Liberia 
Geoffrey and Teri Liston 
Stephen E. Matter 
Mary T. Melind 
Susan Jean Michel 
Janet Mihalovic 
Martha T. Miller 
Tom Mizeur 
Jim and Mary Morstadt 
Dr. Anjuli Nayak 
Janice Neuleib 
Virginia Owen 
Valerie Parker 
Margaret Parret 
Cecil Petty 
John T. Phipps 
Sharon J. Prokuski 
Margaret M. Rimac 
Allen Saddoris 
Jim and Nancy Amos Schulte 
Mr. and Mrs. William Semlak 
Carol Shaw 
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Sheffler 
M.O. and Patricia Simundson 
Dr. David M. Skillrud 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray M. Smith 
Marlys and Harry Stern 
June Stratton 
William D. Sulaski 
Laura P. Sullivan 
Sharon Sullivan 
Marilyn Townie:,· 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Trowitch 
Ann Turner 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Turner 
Dr. and Mrs. R. Whitfield 
Donna Jo Willett 
Dr. and Mrs. Jay Willey 
Ruth Yates 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Yurieci 
John R. Goldrick 
Peter Guither 
Avis Hilfinger 
Ann Leach 
Harriet O'Daffer 
Jerry Ringer 
Edward W. Siebert 
Sue Silvey 
John Sipes 
Clinton Soper 
Leon Steele 
John Stefano 
Marlys Stern 
James E. Swanson 
Mary Williams 
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